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Abstract. A new approach based on single frequency measurement Is suggested 
to estimate the double relaxation times, r, and r2 of some highly non-spherical 
polar liquids in solvents benzene and carbon tetrachloride. The smaller relaxation 
time r, refers to the smallest flexible part attached to the parent molecule while 
the larger one r2 is due to end-over-end rotation of the polar molecule. The 
weighted contributions c1 and ~ towards relaxations are calculated from Frohlich's 
equations as well as by a new technique adopted here. The dipole moments J.1.1 
and J.L2 are also computed from the slope f3 of the ultra-high-frequency conductivity 
K11 against the weight fraction w1 for the compounds in terms of r 1 and r2 • The 
close agreement of J.L 2 values thus computed with those of existing methods 
immediately indicates that the approach suggested is correct. 

.1. Introduction 

The dielectric relaxation of polar liquids in non
polar solvents is much simpler in comparison to 
the case in pure polar liquids because, in dilute 
polar liquid solutions, the effects of the macroscopic 
viscosity, dipole-dipole interaction, internal field etc. are 
minimized. The dielectric relaxation parameters, namely 
the relaxation times r 1 and r 2, the dipole moments J.L1 

and p. 2 etc. are the effective tools to investigate the 
molec,ular and intramolecular rotations, sizes, shapes 
and structures Of polar molecules:-Careful investigation 
of the phenomenon of dielectric relaxation in binary 
(Acharyya and Chatterjee 1985) and ternary-(Chatterjee 
et al 1992, Saha and Acharyya 1993) solute-solvent 
mixtures is therefore necessary to throw much light on 
the structures of the polar liquids. 

Khameshara and Sisodia ( 1'980), Gupta et a/ ( 1978) 
and Arrawatia et at ( 1977) measured the static dielectric 
constant e011 , the square of the refractive indices n'&1 ., 

the real e;1 and imaginary e;j parts of the compl~x 
dielectric constant e;1 of five and seven disubstituted 
anilines and benzenes respectively in solvents benzene 
and carbon tetrachloride at 35 ac under a single high
frequency 9.945 GHz electric tleld. Aniline as well as 
benzene derivatives are expected to absorb very strongly 
in the microwave electric field due to the presence of 
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their flexible parts such as methyl or other groups. They 
are, therefore, expected to have more than one relaxation 
time because of the existence of internal rotation of 
these groups. Although one should not make strong 
conclusions based on single frequency measurements, 
provided that the expe)"imental values of eo;i and eoo;j 

are not accurately known. Non-spherical molecular 
liquids on the other·hand, are known to have non-Debye 
relaxation behaviour. 

The existing method of Bergmann et al (1960) was 
. I d . f I II d mvo ve ·'" measurements o E1i' E;i' Eooij an eoij 

of a non-spherical polar liquid (j) in solvent (i) for 
various 'frequencies at a given experimental temperature 
in degrees Celsius to. yield r 1 and. 1'2• They actually 
used the Cole-Cole plot to make r 1 and r2 represent the 
relaxation times of the smallest flexible unit attached 
to the parent ring and the molecule itself. Kastha 
et a/ ( 1969) subsequently simplified the procedure of 
Bergmann et a/ ( 1960) by measuring the experimental 
parameters at two given frequencies of the electric field 
in the microwave region. 

We, in this context, therefore thought to suggest 
an alternative method in which single frequency 
measurements of dielectric relaxation parameters like 
e;j. r.;~. t:o;j and eoo;j (Khameshara and Sisodia 1980, 
Gupta et a/ 1978 and Arrawatia et a/ 1977) for some 
highly non-spherical polar llqufds like anilines and 
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· Table ·1. The double relaxation times r, (smaller) and r2 (larger) estimated from intercepts and slopes of equation (7) with 
errors and correlation coefficients together with reported r of polar liquids . . 

Percentage Estimated 
~ System with slope number Intercept and error in -values of -Reported 

and molecular weight slope of Correlation regression r, and r2 r 
l'v1 (g) equation (7) coefficient technique (ps) (ps) 

(i) 4-chloro-2-methyl ~ 

aniline in benzene 
M = 141.52 -1.4276 3.2169 0.9964 1.33 8.51 42.97 18.5 

(ii) 3-chloro-4-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
l'v1 = 141.52 -0~5605 1.8913 0.9982 0.76 5.89 24.38 13.6 

(iii) 5-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline in benzene 

. ; A1 = 141.52 -0.8107 2.0749 0.9727 3.67 8.36 24.85 16.6 
(iv) 3-chloro-2-methyl 

~ aniline in benzene 
A1 = 141.52 -0.3862 1.5960 0.9918 1.09 4.76- 20.78 9.9 

. (v) 2-chloro-6-methyl 
. aniline in benzene 

A1 = 141.52 -0.3132 1.3711 0.9250 2.77 4.63 17.31 7.8 
. (vi) o-chloronitrobenzene 

in benzene 
A1 = 157.5 -0.3033 1.3129 0.8170 3.77 4.79 16.22 13.5 

(vii) 4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene 
in benzene 
A1=171.5 -0.3863 1.8623 0.8776 11.90 3.81 25.99 20.9 

(viii) m-nitrobenzo-

~ 
trifluoride in 
benzene 
A1=191.0 -0.6003 1.9038 0.9929 2.44 6.38 24.09 19.7 

(ix) 4-chloro-3-nitro-
benzotrifluoride 
In carbon tetrachloride 
M = 225.5 -0.0587 1.6634 0.9524 5.33 0.58 26.04 21.1 

(x) o-nitrobenzotrifluoride 
in benzene 
M = 191.039 -0.0620 1.0560 0.6992 4.17 0.99 15.90 13.7 

(xi) 4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene 
in carbon 
tetrachloride 
A1 = 171.5 -0.1335 2.2819 0.9771 7.51 0.96 35.56 35.0 

-":.4.: (xii) 4-chloro-3-nitro-
· •· benzotrifluoride 

in benzene 
A1 = 225.5 2.5194 -3.0302 -0.8599 13.07 10.87 10.2 

(xiii) m-aminobenzo· 
trifluoride in 
benzene 

l'v1 = 161.05 0.8445 0.0452 0.0088 11.38 15.07 14.5 
(xiv) o-chloronitro-

benzene in carbon 
tetrachloride 

M = 157.5 0.0194 1.2973 0.9277 5.57 21.00 15.8 
(xv) o-chlorobenzo-

trifluoride in 

~ benzer)e 
M = 180.5 0.2856 0.5696 0.1405 19.10 14.25 12.3 
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benzene derivatives in solvents benzene and carbon 
tetrachloride respectively are enough to estimate r 1 
and r2 within the framework of the Debye model 
(Bergmann et al 1960). The systems of polar-non
polar liquid mixtures under investigation are placed in 
the first columns of tables 1-3. Moreover, such rigorous 
studies on various types of di- or even mono-substituted 
polar compounds in non-polar solvents could be made· 
in order to detect the existence of double relaxation 
phenomena from available data measured under a single
frequency electric field. in the gigahertz region. Finally, 
• 1 and r2 thus estimated (table 1) from our method 
on the basis of single frequency measurement, which 
appears to be much. simpler, can be used- to -obtain 
ILJ and 1L2 (see table 3 later) of the polar molecules 
from the slope {3 of the concentration variation of 
ultra-high-frequency conductivity Ku of the solution 
(see figure 4 and table 3 later)~ in order to explore 
their conformations (see figure 5 later). 

· 2. Theoretical formulations to estimate ·n, T2 

and c1 and c2 

--i. 

The relative contributions c1 and c2 towards the dielectric 
relaxation by the two extreme values T1 and t'2 (Higasi 
et al 1960) can be given by (Bergmann et al 1960) 

(1) 

.,, 

., ij Wt'J Wt'2 _ __;,::.,__ = C! + C2 2 
Sol} - Eooij 1 + W2Tt 1 + W2

t'2 
(2) 

provided that c1 + c2 = 1. The symbols used in 
equations ( 1) and (2) have their usual meanings. Let 

I 
Eli - Boolj 

x= 
Eolj- Eoot} 

e" lj 
y = ------

Eotj - EoolJ 

and wr =a. Equations (1) and (2) can be written as . 
(3) 

y = c,b, + c2b2 (4) 

~here a = 1/(1 + a 2) and b = r:x/(1 + a 2). The suffixes 
1 and 2 are related to • 1 and T2 respectively. Solving 

·equations (3) and(4) for c 1 and c2, one gets 

(5) 

(6) 

provided that a2 > a 1• Now adding equations (5) and 
(6) we get, 'since c1 + c2 = I, -

I- x . . x 
-- = (a 1 + a 2) - -a1a 2 y y 
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Figure 1. Straight line plots of (eoiJ - eiJ>I(e'q - Bcof) against 
e'q/(e'q- e00q) Jor the polar-non-polar liquid mixtures: (I), 
(II), (Ill), (IV), (V), of disubstltuted anllines, (VI), (VII), {VIII), 
(IX}, (X) and (XI) of disubstltuted benzenes respectively at 
35 •c (table 1 ). 

or 

(7) 

which is simply a straight line between ( Bol) - e;1) I ( e;1 -

BooiJ) and s;jJCe;1 - BoolJ) having intercept -w2
't't't'2 and 

slope w(T1 +T2) where w = 2rrf, f being the frequency 
of the applied electric field in the gigahertz region. When . 
equation (7) is fitted to the experimental data e;1, e;j. to11 
and B0011 for different concentrations w1 of each of the 
polar molecules at 35·~~. we get the intercept and slope 
and the corresponding values of T1 and -r2 found as sbown 
in table 1 together with the reported f. The error as well 
as correlation coefficient were also found for each curve 
of equation (7) and placed in table 1, only to see how 
far they are linear as shown in figure 1. 

The Frtihlich parameters A, where A = ln(-r2fT1) 

shown in table 2 for all the polar compounds, are used 
to evaluate both x andy of equations (3) and (4) in terms 
of w and small limiting relaxation time t'1 , where t's = •1 
by the following equations (Frtihlich 1949): 

1) 00) 1 1 S g~.- g I' 1 (I +e2Aw2•z)· 

Boij - Boot} = - 2A 
0 

1 + w2t'f 
(8) 

~ 1 ' 11 = A[tan- 1(e"'wT,)-tan-1(wT,)]. (9) 
Bo;j - Eootj 

The computed values of x and y from the above 
equations and the corresponding c1 and c2 from 
equations ( 1) and {2) are presented in tabl~ 2. Again 
the left-hand sides of equations (I) and (2) are obviously 
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Tabl~.2. Reported Frohlich parameter A, relative contributions c, and <>.! towards dielectric relaxations with estimated 
values x and y due to Frohlich equations (8) and (9) and those by our method. 

System with 
· slope. number and 

molecular 
weight A-1 
(g) 

(i) 4-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
1\1 = 141.52 

(ii) 3-chloro-4-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
A-1 = 141.52 

(iii) 5-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
~ = 141.52 

(iv) 3-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
A1 = 141.52 

(v) 2-chloro-6-methyl 
aniline in benzene 
A1 = 141.52 

(vi) o-chloro nitrobenzene 
in benzene 
A1 = 157.5 

(vii) 4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene 
in benzene 
A-1 = 171.5 

(viii) m·nitrobenzotrlfluoride 
in benzene 
A1 = 191.0 

· (ix) 4-chloro-3-nitrobenzo· 
trifluoride In carbon 

· tetrachloride 

" 

Frohlich 
parameter 
A 
= ln(r2 /r,) 

1.6193 

1.4205 

1.0894 

1.4;:37 

1.3187 

1.2197 

1.9201 

1.3286 

A1 = 225.5 3.8044 
. (X) o-nitrobenzotrifluoride 

In benzene 
~ = 191.039 2.7764 

(xi) 4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene 
in carbontetrachloride 

' A1 = 171.5 3.6120 

~ 

Theoretical 
values of 

x andy using 
equations (8) and (9) 

0,.4269 0.4478 

0.8448 0.4483 

0.5478 0.4745 

0.6937 0.4241 

0.7369 0.4114 

0.7456 0.4107 

0.6783 0.4086 

0.6103 0.4551 

0.8302 0.2583 

0.8771 0.2592 

0.7540 '0.3010 

' the functions of w1 of the solute in a given solvent, as is 
evident from the plots of x andy against w1 in figures 2 

·and 3 respectively. This at once prompted us to get the 
fixed values of x and y when w1 -+- 0 from figures 2 
and 3 to estimate c1 and c2, which are shown in table 2 

. for comparison with those of Fr~hlich ( 1949). This is 
really in conformity with the fixed estimated values of 
r1 and r2 from the slope and intercept of equation (7) 
for each compound when substituted on the right-hand 
sides of equations ( 1) and (2). 

~..·- ·3. Mathematical formulations to estimate J.Lt 
.-6 and IJ.z 

According to Murphy and Morgan (1939) the ultra-high
frequency (UHF) conductivity KiJ as given by 

Estimated 
values of 

Theoretical x-(~) Estimated 
values of - to-tt'IQ wj-0 values of 
c, and D2 ( •" ) y = to-;;; .,, .. o c, and 0:1 

0.4159 0.8418 1.14 0.4455 1.5577-0.6112 

0.8239 0.3953 1.32 0.2745 1.7061 -0.6065 

0.4642 0.6239 1.08 0.3758 1.6069 -0.6227 

0.5180 0.5845 0.99 0.2385 1.1382-0.1497 

0.5272 0.5430 1.17 0.1440 1.5339 -0.5334 

0.5259 0.5326 0.82 0.3803 0.6874 0.3832 

0.5282 0.6486 0.64 0.3173 0.5504 0.4328 

0.4852 0.6252 0.97 0.3128 1.2013-0.2176 

0.6876 0.5231 0.91 0.1012 0.8682 0.1565 

0.6595 0.4371 0.67 0.3487 0.3413 0.6554 

0.6379 0.7022 0.88 0.1642 0.8314 0.3061 

(10) 

is a function of w1 of a polar solute. Even in the high
frequency (HF) electric field e;j « e;1, e;j is responsible 
for offering resistance to polarization. Hence the real 
part K;1 of the HF conductivity of a polar-non-polar 
liquid mixture at a given temperature T K is given by 
(Smyth 1955) 

(11) 

where M1 is the mQ]ecular weight oL.a polar solute, N 
is Avogadro's number, k is the Boltzmann constant and 
FiJ(= [(eiJ + 2)/3]2) is the local field. The total HF 
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Figure ·2. Variation of (ej1 - Beoq}/(toq - Beo!J) against 
weight fractl<?.n ~ of po.lar. solutes in dilute solutions at . 
35 •c (table 2): ·(I}, (ll), (Ill}, (IV}, (V} of disubslituted 
anllines, (VI), (VII), (VIII), (IX), (X) and (XI) of dlsubstituted 
benzenes respectively. 
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Figure 3. Variation of ti//(e0q- eooq) against weight fraction 
~ of polar solutes In dilute solutions at 35 •c (table 2): (I), 
(II}, (Ill), (IV}, (V) of dlsubstltuted anilines, (VI), (VII), (VIII), 
(IX), (X) and (XI) of dlsubstltuted benzenes respectively. 

conductivity K11 = wt;1/4rr can be represented by 

- K11 = K,)oo +"K;1jwt' 

(dKIJ) =wt(dK11 ) =wt'fJ 
dw1 "'r"'O dw1 "'1_.0 

(12) 

where fJ is th~ slope of the Kii-wl curve at w1 ~ 0. 
Equation (11), on being differentiated with respect 

to w1 for w1 ~ 0, becomes 

(
dKj1) = 11-}NptF; ( w

2
t' ) (1 3) 

dw1 "'r·+O 3M1kT I + w2
t'

2 

because PiJ ~ p;, the density of the solvent Fu ~ F1 
the local field of the solvent, in the limit w1 == 0. Using 
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Figure .4. Concentration variation of microwave 
conductivity Kq of five disubstltuted anllines at 35 •c. 

equations (12) and (13) we finally get 

(14) . 

to evaluate 11- 1 and 11-2 in terms of b, where b is a . 
dimensionless para'Tieter given by 

(15) 

for • 1 and t'2 respectively. The values of b as well as J.t1 

and 11-2 thus computed from equations (14) aQd (15) are · 
placed in table 3. 

4. Results and discussion 

Figure 1 represents the linear relationship of (totJ -
e;1)/(e;1 -t0011 ) to _e;jJ(e;1 -ero11 ), satisfying equation (7) 
having intercepts and slopes presented in table 1 with the 
experimental points placed on each curve for 11 systems 
possessing double relaxation phenomena. The error 
in\fo}y~d _ _in s_uch regressions as well as the correlation 
coefficients for all the curves were also calculated and 
placed in table 1 in ocder to test their linearity and 
to assess the errors introduced in r values; which 
may normally be claimed to be accurate up to ;:i: 10% .. 
Attempts were made to measure the double relaxation 
times of the molecules ns mentioned in tables 1-3 
in order to calculate J.l.l and JJ.2 of the flexible parts 
as well as the whole molecules. They are shown in 
tables 1 and 3 respectively. In II systems out of 
15, nevertheless, double relaxation phenomena were 
found by showing the lower as well as higher values 
of t'1 and t'2 respectively. As shown in table 1, eight ' 
molecules, namely all the disubstituted anilines and 
three benzene derivatives namely o-chloronitrobenzene, 
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Table 3. Reports of the estimated intercepts and slopes of the concentration variation of uHF conductivity, dimensionless 
parameter b, dipole moments llt and JJ.2 in Debye (D) for the flexible part and the end-over-end rotation ol a polar 
molecule, reported JJ.t and J1.2 in D due to existing methods, the theoretical 1.1. values from the bond length and' bond 
moments. 

Intercepts and slopes 
of K;i against ~ 

Dimensionless 
parameters b 

b, = ~= 

Estimated 
dipole 

moment 
Reported J1. 

{D) 

Experi· 
Theoretical mental 
J1. llt 
(D) (D). 

J1.2 from 
bond 
length and Using 

Slope number 
and systems 

a fJ 1 Jll 

1 + w2rf (D) 
J1.2 Guggen- Higasi bond 11-1 = 11-2 

(10- 10 esu) (10- 10 esu) 1 + w2r: (D) heim et a/ moments (Ct/O.Z) 112 

(i) 4-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline In CeHe 1.1323 1.7863 0.7797 0.1219 2.51 6.36 3.28 3.12 3.06 4.47 

(ii) 3-chloro-4:methyl 
aniline In C6H6 1.1220 1.2865 0.8808 0.3014 2.01 3.43 2.61 2.43 2.20 4.95 

(iii) 5-chloro-2-methyl 
aniline In CeHe 1.1189 ).6848 0.7858 0.2934 2.43 3.98 3.10 2.92 2.83 3.43 

(iv) !..:Ctilor0:.2-mettiy( · 
aniline in CeHe 1.1144 2.1490 0.9188 0.3725 2.54 3.99 3.02 2.86 2.48 3.75 

(v) 2-chloro-6-methyl 
aniline In C6He 1.1135 1.3766 0.9228 0.4611 2.03 2.87 2.32 2.20 1.85 2.83 

(vi) o-chloronitro-
benzene In C6H6 1.1265 4.0539 0.9178 0.4935 3.68 5.02 4.35 4.43 5.28 4.99 

(vii} 4-chloro-3-nitro-
toluene in C6 H6 1.1250 2.8594 0.9464 0.2751 3.18 5.89 4.49 4.59 5.58 5.31 

(viii) m-nitrobenzotri· 
fluoride In Ce He 1.1262 1.7747 0.8630 0.3064 2.77 4.64 3.67 3.80 3.74 4.08 

(ix) 4-chloro-3-nitro
benzotrifluoride 
in CCI. 1.0999 1.5781 0.9987 0.2744 1.99 3.79 3.17 3.15 3.78 4.34 

(x) o-nitrobenzo· 
trifluoride In C6H6 1.1169 

(xi) 4-chloro-3-nitro-
4.1557 . 0.9962 0.5035 3.94 . 5.54 4.96 5.07 6.18 6.80 

toluene in CCI, 1.1044 3.2769 0.9964 0.1686 2.50 6.07 4.68 4.63 5.58 5.78 
(xii) 4-chloro-3-nitro· 

benzotrifluoride 
in CsHe 1.1286 

(xiii) m-amlnobenzo
trifluoride In C6H6 · 1.1106 

(xlv) o-chloronltro· 
benzene in CCI4 1.0973 

(xv) o-chlorobenzo· 
trifluoride in CeHe 1.1199 

1·.1894 

2.3536 

5.4508 

2.0159 

4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene and m-nitrobenzotrifluoride, all 
in C6He, show considerably larger values of fl in 
their relaxation behaviours. This is perhaps due to the 
fact that the flexible -CH3 group in aniline, and those 
attache<Uo the . .henzene rings mentioned above, absorb 
energy much more strongly in the microwave electric 
field and thereby yield large values of f 1• 4-chloro-
3-nitrobenzotrffluoride in CCI4, o-nitrobenzotrifluoride 
in C6H6 and 4-chloro-3-nitrotoluene in CCI4 have their 
t) much smaller, presumably due to the fact that their 
flexible parts are comparatively rigidly fixed to the parent 
ones (table I). It is, however, interesting to note that 

0.6845 2.76 2.97 2.98 3.78 

0.5303 3.73 3.51 3.60 2.48 

0.3676 5.08 4.19 4.13 5.28 

0.5580 3.57 3.38 3.49 3.98 

the last four systems of table I show single relaxation 
processes, probably owing to their rigid attachment to the 
flexible parts. The slopes and intercepts of equation (7) 
yield f 1 with negative sign for the aforesaid molecules. 

Again,· o-chloronitrobenzene shows a double relax
ation phenomenon in C6H6 but a single relaxation pro
cess in CCI4. The reverse case, however, occurs in 4-
chloro-3-nitrobenzotrifluoride, which shows a low value 
of r1 in CCI4 and a single relaxation process in C6He· 
This may perhaps be attributt:d to solvent effects upon 
the polar molecules. So a lirm conclusion on solvent 
effects seems to be of utmost importance if measure-
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Figure 5. Conformations of five disubstituted anilines 
showing the orientation of the bond axes and bond 
moments and dipole moments. 

ments are to be performed on a single polar molecule in 
different non-polar solvents. 

Table 2 reports the relative contributions c1 and c2 
due to 't'1 and t 1 (table I) towards relaxation as computed 
from Ft6hlich's equations (8) and (9) for x and y as 
well as by our graphical technique (figures 2 and 3). In 
tQtal, c2 values ca!~ulated for six polar molecules are 

. negative although they fulfil the condition c1 + c2 ~ 1. 
The disagreements in c1 and c2 with those of Fr6hlich 
( 1949) indicate that their flexible parts are loosely bound. 
In HF electric field the contribution by the rest of the 
molecule towards relaxation could not be in accord 'with 
the flexible one, due to inertia. 

The variation of HF conductivities K 11 of five 
disubstituted anilines with respect to w1 of polar solutes 
is shown in figure 4. The intercept a and slope {J are 
placed in table 3 to compute J.L1 and J.L2 using relaxation 
times 't'1 and r2 of table 1 from equations (14) and 
(15) .. The values of b1 and b2 are also placed in the 
fourth and fifth columns of table 3. The corresponding 
I-Ll and I-Ll from equation (14) are shown in table 3. 
They are compared with 1-L values of Guggenheim ( 1949) 
and Higasi et at ( 1952). The disubstitl!ted benzenes 
had already been studied by Acharyya and Chatterjee 
( 1985) by· the conductivity method. The theoretical 1-L j 
from bond lengths a~d bond a!lgles had also previously 
been studied. The same data, with those of disubstituted 
anilines, are shown again in table 3 for comparison only. 

In figure 5 the bond moments of CH3 --"' C and 
C __._ Cl are 0.37 D and 1.69 D respectively. The bond 
moment 1.48-D of C __._ NH2 makes an angle 142° with 
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the bond axis. The component along the bond axis in 
these molecules becomes 1.166 D. With these, preferred 
conformational structures of the disubstituted anilines, 
the theoretical J.LJ were computed by the vector addition 
method and are placed in table 3. The close agreement of 
these p,1 with our experimental 1-L2 values suggests their 
correct conformational structures as shown in figure 5. 

The values of I-Ll may also be obtained from J.L1 ~ 
p,2(c1/c2)

1
'
2 when the two relaxation phenomena are 

equally probable (Frohlich 1949). However, the present 
investigation finds that p,1 values as_calculated from 
the above relation are larger for c1 and c2 due to 
Frohlich's equations. The r values gradually decrease 
due to various conformations of the disubstituted anilines 
(figure 5 and table 1 ), probably due to decrease- in .the 
effective radii of the rotating units under HF electric field. 
Although the molecules are in the same environment and 
their molecular weights are the same, the most probable 
relaxation time due to Higasi (1966) and Guggenheim 
( 1957) also show a trend similar to ours as shown in 
table 1. 

. 5. Conclusions 

The close agreement of p,2 values with literature values 
at once suggests that our new approach can justifiably . 
be claim~d to be a simple, straightforward and use~l 
one. The method of single frequency measurements· 
of dielectric relaxation data at a given temperature is 
comparatively easy to perform. It requires only easy and · · 
time-saving calculations, unlike other existing methods, 
to detect the very existence of double relaxation 
phenomena in polar-non-polar liquid mixtures. Thus , 
the present procedure offers a significant improvement 
for derivation of 't't and r2 and J.L1 and J.L2 because it 
allows one to find not only an estimate of the errors, 
but also the correlation coefficients between the desired 
values generated from the dielectric relaxation. 
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Abstract. Single-frequency measurements of dielectric relaxation parameters 
at different concentrations are used to estimate the double-relaxation times r, 
(smaller) and r2 (larger) of some mono-substituted anilines in benzene at 35 oc for 
2.02, 3.86 and 22.06 GHz electric fields respectively. The o· and m-anisidines like 
p·toluidines exhibit double-relaxation phenomena at 3.86 and 22.06 GHz whereas 
o· and m-toluidines show the same ·effect at 2.02 and 3.86 GHz respectively. Only 
p-anisidine, however, shows the mono-relaxation behaviour at all frequencies. 
The relative contributions c, and £>.! towards dielectric relaxation for r 1 and r2 
are computed from Frohlich's equations only for comparison with those of the 
graphical techniques adopted here. The dipole moments J.lt and 112 in terms 
of r1 and r2 are then determined from the slope {3 of concentration variation of 
the ultra-high-frequency conductivity K;i for those compounds to establish their 
conformations. 

Ust of symbols used 

real and imaginary parts of the 
dielectric constant of a solution 

€~=€;1 - je;j where j = R is a complex number 
Eou, Eoo;i static and optical dielectric constants 

w = 2rrf 

K' K" iJ' ij 

of the solution 
angular frequency of the applied electric 
field, f being the frequency in hertz 
real and imaginary parts of the complex 
electrical conductivity K1j of a solution 

K/j =K;i +i K;j where j = .J=T is a complex number 
Koo1i constant conductivity of the solution 

/1-j 
/1-1 • I-L2 

ro 

at wi- 0 
dipole moment of the jth type of solute 
dipole moments of the flexible part 
and the parent molecule 
relaxation time of the solute 
relaxation times of the flexible part 
and the parent molecule 
most probable relaxation time 
of the solute 

A = In( r:2/-r1) the Frohlich parameter 
weight fraction of the solute 
relative contributions due to 
r1 and r2 respectively 

_!Tiolecular weighLof the jth 
type of solute 
slope of K; 1 - wi curve. 

0022·3727/~4/102194+09$19.50 <~J 1994 lOP Publishing Ltd 

1. Introduction 

In recent years the dielectric relaxation phenomena 
of polar-non-polar liquid mixtures under ultra-high
frequency (UHF) electric fields have gradually gained 
the attention of a large number of workers [l-3] as 
they reveal significant information on various types of 
molecular associations. There exist several methods 
[4-6] of estimating the relaxation time r:5 as well as 
the dipole moment 1-Li of a polar liquid within the 
framework of the Debye and Smyth model. We [7], 
however, observe that the imaginary K;j and real K;i of 
the complex UHF conductivity K7i of a polar-non-polar 
liquid mixture vary linearly and independently in the 
low-concentration region. The relaxation time, which is 
the lag in response to the alternation of the electric field, 
could, however, be estimated from their slopes. 

Bergmann et al {8] devised a graphical technique 
in order to obtain <1 and r2 to represent relaxation 
times of the flexible part attached to the parent molecule 
and the molecule itself respectively. The corresponding 
contributions c1 and c2 towards dielectric relaxations 
in terms of r 1 and r2 were also found for. some 
complex molecules. The method is based on plotting 
the normalized experimental points involved with the 
measured data of the real f ', the imaginary €" of 
the complex dielectric constant f •, the static dielectric 
constant Eo and the optical dielectric constant E00 at 
various frequencies w on a semicircle in a complex 
plane. A point was then selected on the cho·rd through 



the two fixed points on the semicircle in consistency 
with all the experimental points. Bn;macharyya et al !91 
subsequently modified the above procedure to get r1, r2. 
c1 and c2 with the experimental values measured at two 
different frequencies. 

Under such conditions, an alternative procedure [I 0] 
has recently been suggested to determine r 1 and T2 

based on a single-frequency measurement of dielectric 
relaxation parameters like €;i' €;), Eoij and €00;j of a 
polar molecule (j) for different weight fractions Wj 

in a non-polar solvent (i) at a given temperature in 
degrees Celsius. They are, however, estimated from the 
slope and intercept of the straight line equation between 
(€oij-e;j)/(e;j-E00;j) and e;j/(e;1-E00;j). This is derived 
from the dielectric relaxation data for different w1 of a 
polar solute measured under a single-frequency electric 
field in the GHz region. The correlation coefficient, r, 
could also be calculated because of the linear behaviour 
of the derived parameters. This helps one find out the 
percentage error introduced in the obtained results, too. 

The corresponding contributions c1 and c1 towards 
dielectric relaxation in terms of the estimated TJ and T2 

can, however, be calculated from x and y where 

E~'. 
y = I) 

Eoij - Eoo;J 

in Frt>hlich's equations [ 11). The variations of x and y 
with w1 of a polar solute in a system of a polar-non
polar liquid mixture are found to obey the equations of 
Bergmann et al [8] almost exactly. c1 and c1 can also be 
calculated by the graphical technique suggested by Saha 
et al [ 10], which consists of plotting those experimental 
values at different w1 with a view to getting x and y at 
infinite dilution. The UHF electrical conductivity KiJ of 
a polar-non-polar liquid mixture, on the other hand, is 
thought to be a sensitive tool. in ascertaining the dipole 
moment J.i..J·of a polar liquid in terms of Ts. 

Some of the disubstituted aniline and benzene 
derivatives had already been studied in detail by the new 
approach suggested by Saha et al [10]. Ten out of 12 
highly non-spherical disubstituted anilines and benzenes 
were found to exhibit the double-relaxation phenomena 
as their flexible parts are not rigidly fixed in relation to 
the parent ones. 

We, therefore, thought to study the available solution 
data of e;j, e;} •. Eoij and Eoo;j of mono-substituted anilines 
like anisidines and toluidines in their ortho, meta and 
para forms for their various concentrations as measured 
by Srivastava and Suresh Chandra [ 12] at different 
frequencies of 2.02, 3.86 and 22.06 GHz electric fields 
at 35 ac to obtain T1 and T2 based on the new approach 
of Saha et al [ 10]. Highly non-spherical molecules like 
mono-substituted anilines are also expected to possess 
the double-relaxation phenomena by showing T 1 and 
T2• Although they are strongly· qf non-Debye type in 
their relaxation behaviour, it is found, in the present 
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investigation, that they do not exhibit the effect of 
double-relaxation phenomena at all frequencies of the 
electric field. When the available data [12] were 
extended to 9.945 GHz (about 3 em wavelengtt)), which 
is supposed to be the most effective dispersive region 
for such polar molecules, all of them, on the other hand, 
showed the double-relaxation phenomena of reasonable 
T1 and T2 [13]. However, out of 18 systems, as shown in 
tables and figures, eight systems like o- and m-anisidine 
and p-toluidine at 3.86 and 22.06 GHz together with 
o- and m-toluidine at 2.02 and 3.86 GHz are found 
to show T1 and T2• Only p-anisidine is an exception. 
It shows mono-relaxation behaviour at all frequencies. 
This sort of mono-relaxation behaviour may equally well 
be explained by considering a distribution of relall.ation 
times, namely a single broad dispersion. Only T2 
values of the compounds- showing ·mono-relaxation are, 
however, obtained from the slopes of the straight line 
equations (such as (15), see later) of (Eoij- E!1)f(e;1 -

Eoou) with e;j/(e;J- E00;1) having zero intercepts. 
The relaxation times T, since accurate values for 

mono-substituted anilines are not available, are also 
estimated from the slopes of K;; versus K;r They may 
be called the most probable relaxation time To of the 
three isomers of anisidine and toluidine. r0 is often 
given by To = (T1 T2)

1
'
2 where T1 and T2 convey their 

usual meanings. c 1 and c2 in terms of T1 and T2 are also 
calculated from Frt>hlich's equations [II] as well as by 
our graphical technique. The dipole moments J..L1 and 
JJ..2 of these three isomers of anisidine and toluidine are 
finally estimated from the slope f3 of their ·concentration 
variation of UHF conductivities Klj at w1 ~ 0 and in 
terms of the estimated T1 and T1 in order to establish 
the conformational structures of those compounds under 
investigation. 

2. Theoretical formulations of c1 and 
c1 In terms of r 1 and r 2 based on the 
single-frequency method 

When the complex dielectric constants €;j is represented 
as the sum of two non-interacting Debye-type disper
sions; the dielectric relaxation by the two extreme val
ues of .T, T1 and T2; their relative contributions c1 and c2 

can, however, be expressed for a polar-non-polar liquid 
mixture [81 by 

(2) 

such that c1 + c2 = I. All the symbols used are of their 
usual significance. Putting 

, 
€ij - €ooij 
--'----=X 
Eoij - Eooij 

€~'. 
----''1:....__ = y 
€oij - €ooij 
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Figure 1. Variation of (Eo11 - Ej1)/(Ej1 - E""q) against ejj/(Ej1 - E00q) at 35°C for 
different weight fraction ~ (table 1): (I) o-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (o); (II) o-anisidine 
at 22.06 GHz (A); (Ill) m-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (D); (IV) m-anisidine at 22.06 GHz 
(e); (V) o-toluidine at 2.02 GHz <•): (VI) m-toluidine at 3.86 GHz (&); (VII) 
p-toluidine at 3.86 GHz (¢); and (VIII) p-toluidine at 22.06 GHz (•). 

with wr =a and using the abbreviations a = 1 f{l +a2
) 

and b = af(l +a2), the above equations (1) and (2) can 
be written as 

(3) 

(4) 

where suffices 1 and 2 with a and b are related to t:1 and 
r2 respectively. 

From equations (3) and (4), since a 2 - a 1 =f:. 0 and 
a 2 > ct 1 we have 

c, = 
(Xct2- y)(l + ar) 

(5) 
ct2 - ctr 

c2 = (y- xa 1)(1 + ct~) 
(6) 

Ci2 - CiJ 

Now, using the relation c 1 + c2 = I; one can easily get 
the following equation with the help of equations (5) and 
(6): 

l-x x -- = (a, + et2) - -a1a2 
y y 

2196 

which, on substitution of the values of x, y and a, 
becomes 

Equation (7) is simply a straight line relation between 
(Eoij- E;1)/(E;1 - E00;1) and e;j/(E;1 - E00;J) having slope 
w(t:1 + t:2) and intercept -w2r 1 r2 respectively. Here 
w = 2Jr f, f being the frequency of the alternating 
electric field in gigahertz. When equaifon (7) is fitted 
with the measured data of e;1• E;j. EoiJ and Eoo;J for 
different weight fractions Wj of ortho, meta and para 
anisidines and toluidines in benzene at 35 ac [ 12} we get 
slopes and intercepts as shown in table I to detennine 
.r1 and r2 for each single frequency of 2.02, 3.86 and 
22.06 GHz electric fields respectively. The error as well 
as the correlation coefficient were also found out for 
each curve of equation (7) and placed in table l, only to 
verify their linearity as illustrated graphically in figure 1 
together with the experimental points upon them. 

The Frohlich parameter A as shown in table 2 
for polar solut(!:s exhibiting the double-relaxation 
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Table 1. The intercepts and the slopes of the straight line curves of (£0,1 - <i)J(<i- £00 ,1) against £~/(<i- £(10,1) of anisidines 
and toluidines at 35 oc to estimate the relaxation times rt (smaller) and r2 (larger) with respective errors and correlation 
coefficients involved in the calculations as well as their estimated rs'. 

r2 x 1012 

Intercept and slope %error Estimated due to 
System with Of (EOij- Eq)/(Eq- E00,j) Estimated Correlation involved relaxation single 
molecular Frequency versus e;j/(E;i- f 00 ;i) relaxation times coefficient in time broad 

w1 fv1 in gm. fin GHz curve Tt X 1012 S !2 X 1012 S r calculation r0 x 10 12 s dispersion 

o-anisidine 2.02 -0.0596 0.3759 
~ = 123 3.86 O.D179 1.4360 0.52 

22.06 0.5406 3.6741 1.11 

m-anisidine 2.02 -0.2109 -0.4703 
"1 = 123 3.86 -1.1404 5.5485 8.82 

22.06 0.7318 3.1447 1.83 

p-anisidine 2.02 -0.2406 -2.1899 
"1 = 123 3.86 -0.4927 -2.2136 

22.06 -1.2868 -1.2818 

o-toluidine 2.02 0.0773 2.0910 2.97 
.\1 = 107 3.86 -0.5925 -2.3787 

22.06 -0.4603 0.6684 

m-toluidine 2.02 -0.4062 -3.0101 
fv1 = 107 3.86 0.2938 4.5092 2.73 

22.06 -1.2064 -0.6295 

p-toluldine 2.02 -0.6655 -3.5127 
A1 = 107 3.86 0.3149 3.4446 3.88 

22.06 0.0821 1.9151 0.32 
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Figure 2. Plot of (E;i - E00q)/(Eoti - E00 ;j) against weight 
fraction ~ for the polar-non-polar liquid mixture at 35 oc 
(table 2): (I) o-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (q); (II) o-anisidine 
at 22.06 GHz (6); (Ill) m-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (D); (IV) 
m-anisidlne at 22.06 GHz (e); (V) o-toluidine at 2.02 GHz 
<•l; (VI) m-toluidine at 3.86 GHz (&); (VII) p-toluidine at 
3.86 GHz (0); and (VIII) p-toluidine at 22.~6 GHz (•). 

phenomena are used to evaluate both x and y of 
equations (3) and (4) in terms of wand the small limiting 

39.10 0.1082 29.81 6.02 96.83 
58.72 0.3021 27.41 5.89 
25.41 0.8274 9.52 1.61 

22.13 -0.2588 28.14 11.87 120.9 
220.07 -0.9999 0 8.46 

20.87 0.9805 1.16 3.88 

8.27 -0.7375 13.75 6.64 61.63 
8.41 -0.4782 23.27 6.53 34.31 
4.77 -0.3395 26.69 3.15 9.91 

161.86 0.0743 33.54 5.01 
9.38 -0.6779 16.30 6.84 35.94 
7.87 0.3732 25.96 4.06 8.76 

10.20 -0.5757 20.17 8.70 258.61 
183.29 0.8469 8.53 6.78 

5.98 -0.3213 27.05 3.42 13.31 

14.21 -0.5101 22.31 4.08 167.73 
138.22 0.6477 17.51 5.15 

13.51 0.9408 3.47 2.91 

relaxation time r, = r 1 by the following equations [II]: 

(8) 

(9) 

where A = ln(r2frJ). The computed values of x and y 
are placed in table 2 to obtain c1 and c2 from equations 
(5) and (6). The latter are also shown in table 2. The 
left-hand sides of equations (I) and (2) are really the · 
function of w1 of the solutes in a given solvent as shown 
from the plots of x and y against w1 in figures 2 and 3 
respectively. The fixed values of x andy when Wj ~ 0 
for each system, as shown in table 2, can then be used to 
estimate c1 and c2 from equations (5) and (6) in order to 
compare them with those of Frohlich [ 11 ]. The r 1 and r2 
values estimated from the slope and intercept of equation 
(7) for each solute, when substituted on the right-hand 
sides of equations ( 1) and (2), suggest the limiting values 
of x and y as obtained from figures 2 and 3 at infinite 
dilution. 

3. Estim2ted 11- 1 and 11-2 from UHF conductivity 
Ku in terms of T 1 and T 1 

The UHF conductivity Kij 1s given by Murphy and 
Morgan [14] as 

w "2 '2 1/2 K;1· =-(f. +f .. ) 
4rr '' '' 

(10) 

t")1n.., 
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Table 2. The relative contributions c, and ~ towards dielectric relaxations, Frohlich parameters A(= ln(r2 /r1)) together 
with the estimated values of x and y due to Frohlich equations (equations (8) and (9)) and those by our graphical 
techniques (figures 2 and 3). 

Theoretical 
values of x 

Frohlich andy using 
System with Frequency parameter A equations 
Sl No. in GHz (= ln(r2fr, l) (8) and (9) 

1 0· 

anisidine 3.86 4.7267 0.8829 0.1999 
2 0· 
anisidine 22.06 3.1308 0.5894 0.3645 
3m-
anisidine 3.86 3.2169 0.4811 0.3650 
4 m-
anisidine 22.06 2.4340 0.5534 0.4063 
50· 
toluidine 2.02 3.9982 0.7936 0.2699 
6 m-
toluidine 3.86 4.2067 0.6401 0.3049 
7 p-
toluidine 3.86 3.5730 0.6509 0.3320 
8 p-. 
toluidine -22.06 3.7428 0.7992 0.2766 

0 3 

• 
• • • 

IV 

0 1 

000~-------~----------~----------~ 

Estimated values 

f ( €'- €oo) 
Estimated values 

Theoretical _ 0 X= --- of c, and ~ frQm 
values and €o ·- €., ..,~a figures 2 and 3 

c, and~ Y = (€"/(€o -- €,.,ll..,-o c, ~ 

0.7491 0.4051 0.942 0.072 0.8995 0.1278 

0.5200 1.0893 0.840 0.117 0.8636 -0.0484 

0.4496 1.5081 1.017 0.-132 1.081 -0.4915 

0.4816 0.9439 0.828 0.221 0.8767 0.0393 

0.6755 0.6212 1.086 0.066 1.0751 0.0649 

0.5827 1.2441 O.S34 0.014 0.8471 -0.1952 

0.5727 1.0167 1.050 0.048 , .0750 -0.1905 

0.6685 0.5943 o:948 0.036 0.9532 -0.0149 

which on differentiation with respect to w1 and for 
w1 ~ 0 yields that 

(II) 

where M1 is the molecular weight of a polar solute, N 
is Avogadro's number, k is the Boltzmann constant, the 
local field F;1 = ~(EiJ + 2)2, becomes F; = ~(E; + 2)2 

and the density p;1 ~ p; the density of the solvent at 
Wj ~ 0. 

Again the total UHF conductivity Kli = wE!1/(41f') 
can be written as 

1 I 

Klj = Kiioo + -KiJ · wr 

or 

0 00 0 OS 010 0\S --- weigh! fraction Wj 

Figure 3. Plot of €;j/(€o;i - €00;i) against weight fraction 
~ of polar solutes in dilute solutions at 35 oc (table 2): (I) 
o-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (o); (II) o-anisidine at 22.06 GHz 
(6); (Ill) m-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (D); (tV) m-anisidine · 
at 22.06 GHz (e); (V) a-toluidine at 2.02 GHz (•): (VI) 
m-toluidine at 3.86 GHz (A); (VII) p·toluidine at 3.86 GHz 
(¢); and (VIII) p-toluidine at 22.06 GHz (*)· 

(12) 

where f3 is the slope of the KIJ-WJ curve at w1 ~ 0. 
From equations (II) and ( 12) we thus get 

(13) 

namely as a function of w1 of a polar solute. In the UHF 
electric field, although <i « t:;1, the t:;j term still offers 
resistance to polarization. Thus the real part K;1 of the 
UHF conductivity of a polar-non-polar liquid mixture at 
T K is [ 151 

·as the dipole moments /L 1 and IL2 in terms of b, where 
b is a dimensionless parameter given by 

(14) 

2198 

for ro, r, and r2. The computed values of /Lo. Ill and 
tL2 with b arc given in table 3. 
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Table 3. Estimated slope {3 of K,i - 1'ti equations with % of error involved, the dimensionless parameters bo. b1, ~· in 
terms of most probable relaxation time r0 , relaxation time due to flexible part r 1 and the same due to end-over-end 
rotation of the molecule r2; corresponding estimated dipole moments IJ.o, 1-l1 and 1J.2 together with the theoretical values of 
Ill from bond-angles and bond moments and estimated values of 111 from 111 = I-'2(C1/~) 1 '2 respectively. 

Theoretical 
Slope % error Estimated Ill in D from 

Frequency {3 X 1010 involved dipole moments bond angle Estimated 
in ofK;1-I'tj in cal- Dimensionless parameters (in Debye) and bond 111 in D from 

System GHz equations culation bo=~ b,,~ 
t+ 'o , ,, 

o-anlsldine 2.02 0.1620 0.40 0.9942 
3.86 0.1786 0.41 0.9800 0.9998 

22.06 0.3870 1.01 0.9526 0.9769 

m-anisidine 2.02 0.3347 0.18 0.9778 
3.86 0.2311 2.06 0.9596 0.9563 

22.06 2.2841 0.08 0.7758 0.9396 

p-anisidine 2.02 0.3380 0.35 0.9930 
3.86 0.6473 0.09 0.9756 

22.06 2.8513 0.31 0.8400 

a-toluidine 2.02 0.2097 0.26 0.9960 0.9986 
3.86 0.5507. 0.37 0.9732 

22.06 1.3618' 0.09 0.7597 

m-toluidine 2.02 0.2359 0.39 0.9879 
3.86 0.4889 1.82 0.9737 0.9956 

22.06 0.9826 1.30 0.8167 

p-toluidine 2.02 0.0906 0.21 0.9973 
3.86 0.1583 0.44 0.1873 0.9912 

22.06 1.2927 0.34 0.8602 0.9980 

·-

4. Results and discussion 

Figure 1 represents the fitted straight line curves between 
(foiJ- €;1}/(€;1 - ~ooiJ) and ~:}1<~:1 - Eoo;j)·for different 
weight fractions w1 of o-anisidine, m-anisidine and p
toluidine f9r 3.86 and 22.06 GHz, and for o-toluidine 
and m-toluidine· at 2.02 and 3.86 GHz respectively, 
together with their experimental points. The w1 for the 

~ compounds in benzene were, however, calculated from 
the experimental mole fractions x1 and x1 of solvent and 
solutes of molecular weights M1 and M1 respectively by 
using the relation [ 16] 

The correlation coefficients r for each cu·rve were also 
calculated to confirm their linearity. Some of the 
coefficients were found to be negative only due to their 
negative slopes, as is evidenced from table 1. The 
percentage of error involved in the calculation was found 

L for each curve. The slope and intercept of equation (7) 
for each straight line were, however, used to determine r 1 

and 't'2 for each compound as shown in table 1. Although 
equation (7) is based on assumption of the existence of 
r 1 and r2, the mono-relaxation behaviour showing only 
't'2 for some compounds at different frequencies of the 
electric field may be equally explained by· taking into 

~=~ IJ.o IJ.1 IJ.2 moment IJ.1 =1J.2(C,f~)1/2 
1+ '2 , 

0.8026 1.39 1.54 
0.3119 1.06 1.05 1.88 1.02 2.56 
0.0747 0.66 0.65 2.37 1.64 

0.9269 2.01 2.07 
0.0339 1.22 1 .22 6.49 1.65 3.54 
0.1068 1.78 1.62 4.81 3.44 

0.9891 2.01 2.01 
0.9601 2.03 2.0'4 1.89 
0.6960 1.91 2.10 

0.1917 1.47 1.47 3.35 3.49 
0.9508 1.74 1.76 1.39 
0.4569 1.29 1.67 

0.9835 1.56 1.57 
0.0482 1.64 1.63 7.38 1.03 5.05 
0.5930 1.06 1.24 

0.9685 0.97 0.98 
0.0818 2.13 0.93 3.23 1.54 2.42 
0.2221 1.19 1.10 2.34 2.48 

account a single braod dispersion. The resulting equation 
(7) becom~s. when T1 = 0, 

~ E1 E1L.... "'01)-· I) . I) 
1 = W't'2 1 . · (15) 

E11 - EooiJ EIJ - €ooJj 

which may also be derived by using c1 = 0 in equations 
(1) and (2) of section..2~-.Equation (15) for ten different 
frequencies of the electric field was then used to obtain 
t'2 values, which are shown in the last column of table 1 
for comparison. It is, however, interesting to note 
that the agreement is closer with r2 values obtained 
from the method of double-relaxation phenomena, as 
the frequency of the electric field increases from 2.02 
to 22.06 GHz. The most probable relaxation time ro. as 
accurate values for these mono-substituted anilines are 
not available, was also calculated from the slope m of the 
linear plot of the imaginary_. K;j versus the real K;i parts 
[7] of the complex conductivity K;j under UHF electric 
field in the relation: · 

(16) 

where r0 = 1/(2rrfm). They are seen to correspond to 
the relation r0 = (r1 r2) 112 approximately, which gives 
5.53, 5) 1, _44_,06, 6.18, 21.93, 22.37, 23.16 and 4.32 ps 
respectively for the mono-substituted anilines showing 
the double-relaxation phenomena at different frequencies 
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Figure 4. Concentration variation of ultra-high-frequency-conductivity Kq 
of mono-substituted anilines at 35 oc: (I) o-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (o); (II) 
o-anisidine at 22.06 GHZ: (t.); (Ill) m-anisidine at 3.86 GHz (D); (IV) m
anisidine at 22.06 GHz (e); (V) a-toluidine at 2.02 GHz (•): (VI) m-toluidine 
at 3.86 GHz <•>: (VII) p-toluidine at 3.86 GHz (e); and (VIII) p-toluidine at 

. 22.06 GHz (<:>). 

of the applied electric field. Some of these relaxation 
times are reasonably good. The estimated values of r 1, 

t'2 .!Uld .ro !lfe all given in ta.ble 1. 
It is found in table I that m-anisidine, m- and p

toluidines at 3.86. GHz and o-toluidine at 2.02 GHz 
show considerably high values of r, in the range 9-3 ps; 
while their r2 values are comparatively much larger in 
the range 220-138 ps. This fact confirms that, under 
such frequencies of alternating electric field, the flexible 
parts are loosely bound to the parent molecules. They, 
therefore, require longer times to accommodate their 
flexible parts towards dielectric relaxation as shown by 
c2 values in table 2 being greater-than unity. The other 
molecules like o-anisidine at 3.86 and 22.0Q GHz and m
anisidine and p-toluidine at 22.06 GHz show very small 
values of r1, often less than or equal to unity, while their 
r2 values are more or less consistent with the expected · 
values that are often observed in the literature. However, 
p-anisidine shows the mono-relaxation behaviour at 
all frequencies by showing only r2 in agreement with 
r0 • Hence p-anisidine unlike p-toluidine appears to be 
highly rigid at all the experimental frequencies. The 
o- and m-anisidines at 2.02 GHz, o-toluidine at 3.86 

2200 

and 22.06 GHz, m-toluidine at 2.02 and 22.06. GHz 
and p-toluidine at 2.02·JJHz exhibit the mono-relaxation 
behaviour in yielding·i2'values in agreement with our r0 
values. They indicate their rigidity at those frequencies. 
When the dielectric relaxation data are extended to 
9.945 GHz [13] it is really interesting to note that 
all these mono-substituted anilines show r1 and r2 in 
close agreement with the expected literature values. 
This fact establishe& that an X-band microwave electric 
field is actually the most effective dispersive region 
for highly non-spherical polar molecules like mono- or 
disubstituted aniline and benzene respectively [ 10]. 

Thec:j· and-ci values were also calculated from the 
values of x· and y in Frohlich's equations (8) and (9) 
with r 1 = t's (table I) and Frtihlich's parameter A, 
where A= ln(r2/r1). They are given in table.2 together 
with thost! values obtained from the graphical technique 
of detennination of x and y from figures 2 and 3 at 
infinite dilution. The experimental x and y values on the 
left-hand sides of equations ( 1) and (2) as plotted with 
different w1 in figures 2 and 3 show the usual decrease 
in x while the latter increases with w1 in concave and 
convex ways respectively indicating the values of r1 and 

,. 
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Figure 5. Conformational structures of anisidines and toluidines in ortho, meta and para 
forms: (i) o-anisidine, (ii) m-anisidine, (iii) p-anisidine, (iv) o-toluidine, (v) m-toluidine and 
(vi) p-toluidine. ' 

r2 as a function of concentration [5]. r, and r2. as 
obtained from the slope and intercept of equation (7) 
for a polar-non-polar liquid mixture are, therefore, fixed 
for a polar compound in consistency with the right-hand 
sides of equations (I) and (2). The values of c1 by 
Frohlich's method are found to be less than unity while 
c2 values are greater than and nearly equal to unity. 
The graphical technique adopted here yields the opposite 
results by showing c1 ~ 1.0 and c2 very small, often 
becoming negative (table 2). probably due to inertia [10]. 
The values of c1 and c2 in table 2 suggest that the two 
double-relaxation phenomena are not equally probable. 

The UHF K;1 as a function of wi ·for the following 
mono-substituted anilines showing r, and r2 were. 
however. arrived at: 

(i) o-anisidine at 3.86 GHz: K, 1 x 10- 10 = 0.4398 + 
0.1786w1 + 1.9381 wJ 

(ii) o-anisidine at 22.06 GHz: K, 1 -x 10- 10 = 
2.5112 + 0.3870w1 + 13.0 llwJ 

(iii) ,, .. anisitlin~ at 3J~6 GHz: K, 1 x to- 10 = 
0.4-D8 + 0.2311 w1 + 2.935-lwJ 

(iv) m-anisidine at 22.06 GHz: Kii x 10- 10 = 
2.4896 + 2.2841 wi - 4.7796wJ 

(v) a-toluidine at 2.02 GHz: K;i x 10- 10 = 0.2294+ 
0.2097 Wj + 0.5641 wJ 

(vi) m-toluidine at 3.86 GHz: Kij x J0- 10 = 0 .. 4326+ 
0.4889wi- 0.\380wJ 

(vii) p-toluidine at 3.86 GHz: K;i x 10-10 = 
0.4402 + 0.1583wi + 2.\467wJ and 

(viii) p-toluidine at 22.06 GHz: Ku x 10-10 = 
2.5063 + 1.2927·w, + 4.5909wJ 

which are shown graphically in figure .4 together with 
the experimental points upon the curves. The slopes of 
Kirwi curves are, however, listed in table 3 together 
with those of the other ten Ki1-wi equations ihowing 
the monorelaxation behaviour. The percentage of error 
in computation of K,i-w1 equations are also shown in 
table 3. The slopes {3 are fin;llly used to estim;.1te !-L 1 and 
IL ~ from equations ( 13) and ( 14) in .terms of r1 and r~ 

as prr.!sented in table I. The dimensionless parameters 
b0 , IJ 1 and h~ in terms of r0 , r1 and r! are also given in 



' ' table 3. 
An attempt was made to estimate from the available 

bond moments and bond angles the theoretical tL values 
of the polar liquids, assuming the molecules to be planar. 
The bond moments and bond angles of C ~ OCH3 in 
anisidine and C - CH3 in toluidine are 1.32 D, 0.37 D 
and 57<. 180° with respect to the benzene ring while 
those of C ~ NH2 are 1.48 D and 142° ·respectively 
{171. The conformational structures thus obtained by 
the vector addition method for anisidine and toluidine 
in their ortho, meta and para forms are displayed in 
figure 5. The estimated llj are given in table 3, with 
those of 11 1• where 111 = ll2(cifcl) 112 assuming that the 
two relaxation phenomena are equa\1y probable. The 
close agreement of 11 values as shown· in table 3 at 
once indicates that the method as suggested is a simple, 
straightforward and unique one. 

5. Conclusion 

The determination of slope and intercept .of the derived 
linear equation (equation (7)) iiwolved with a single 
UHF dielectric relaxation recording of a polar-non-polar 
liquid mixture at different w1 and at a given temperature 
in degrees Celsius is an analytical and reliable method 
by which to calculate r 1 and r2 of the flexible part 
as well a·s of the whole molecule itself. The relative 
contributions c1 and c2 towards dielectric relaxations 

K in ·terms of r1 and r2 can be calculated by . using 
Frohlich's equations. ·The graphical techniques used 
are also convenient tools to estimate c1 and c2• The 
dipole moments 11 1 and 112 in terms of r, and r2. and 
from the slope fJ of the concentration variation of Ku of 
polar-non-polar liquid mixtures, throw much light on the 
structural conformation of a complex polar liquid under 
investigation. The methodology so far advanced seems 
to be a significant improvement over the existing ones 

2202 

. :1. 

' 
in that it allows estimation of correlation coefficients ,1· 

between the data used and the percentage of error 
introduced in the obtained results. The procedure is thus 
simple, straightforward and requires less computational 
work than the existing methods, in which experimental 
data of a pure polar liquid at two or more electric field 
frequencie~ are usually needed. 
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Mono- or di-substituted aniline and benzene derivatives are thought to absorb energy much more 
strongly in the eff~tive dispersive region of nearly 10 GHz electric field. The dielectric relaxation data 
of the monosubstituted anilines measured at different frequencies (Sit et a/1994) showed either double 
or monorelaxation behaviour. When the same data are extended to 9.945 GHz { = 3 em wavelength) 
electric field, each of the~, on the other hand; exhibits the double relaxation phenomenon by showing 
the reasonable rela:'ation times T 1 (smaller) and -r 2 (larger) for the flexible part as well as the whole 

· molecule itself for their rotations in hf electric field. r 1 and r 2 are, however, obtained from the slope 
and intercept of a derived equation involved with dielectric relaxation data for different weight fractions 
wi s' measured under a single frequency electric field. The relative contribution,s c 1 and c2 in terms of r 1 

and r 2 towards relaxation are calculated from Frohlich's equations and our graphical technique. The va
lues of symmetric and asymmetric distribution parameters y and 6 are also calculated to test the regid
ity of'the molecules under investigation. The dipole moments p 1 and p 2 in terms of r 1 and r 2 are fmal
ly estimated from the slope /3 of hf conductivity K11 as a function of wi s' m order to support their con-
formations. · 

1 Introduction 
The highly nonspherical molecules like mono- or 

di-substituted benzenes and anilines have more 
than one relaxation times rs' due to presence of 
their flexible parts attached to the parent mole
culel.2. The study of dielectric relaxation pheno
mena of such polar molecules in nonpolar solvent 
provides one with the valuable information of var
ious types of interactions such as monomer and 
dimer formations3•5 in liquids. The polar nonpolar 
liquid mixtures instead of pure polar liquids de
serve. much more advantages as the polar-polar in
teractions, viscosity effect and the other. factprs 
become minimized. Moreover, much disputed am
biguity concerning the internal field correction can 
also be avoided. 

Bergmann et a/.6 however, devised a graphical 
method to obtain r 1 and r 2 to represent the relax
ation times of the smallest flexible part as well as 
the whole molecule for their end-over-end rot
ations under an electric field of Giga hertz fre
quency. The respective contributions c1 and c2 
towards dielectric relaxations were also estimated 
in terms of r 1 and T 2• The method consists of 
plotting the normalised experimental points in
volved with the measured data of the real E', the 

•Department of Physics, Raiganj Polytechnic, Raiganj 733 134 

imaginary. e" parts of the complex dielectric con
stant e•, the static dielectric constant e0 and the· 
Optical dielectric constant E.., at different frequen
cies w on a semicircle in a complex plane. A point 
was, however, then selected on the chord through 
the two fixed points lying on the said semicircle 
whicl) contained all the experimental points in 
consistency with the measured data for various 
frequencies. .Bhattacharyya et aL 7 subsequently 
simplified the above pt:ocedure to get -r 1, -r2 and 
the weighted contributions c1 and c2 towards die
lectric relaxations with the experimental values of 
e', e", e0 and e.., of a pure polar liquid measured 
at two different frequencies in GHz regions. · 

The highly nonspherical polar liquid molecules 
like mono- or di-substituted anilines and benzenes 
are usually thought to absorb energy much more 
strongly in a high frequency electric field of nearly 
10 GHz. Moreover, such type of polar liquids are 
supposed to be non-Debye in their relaxation be
haviours. From this point of view, the study of die
lectric relaxation of polar-nonpolar liquid mixtures 
under the electric field of nearly 3 em wavelength 
is preferable. Saha et aU and Sit et aU recently 
presented an alternative approach tO estimate . f 1 

and • 2 from the intercept and the slope of a der
ived straight line equation involved with dielectric 
relaxation solution data like e;i, e;j, e0 ;i and e.,.,;i 
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mea'iured under a single frequency electric field of 
GHz range. One could not make a strong conclu
sion if e01i and Eco 1l· of a polar solute (j) dissolved 
in a nonpolar so vent (i) were not accurately 
known. 

Disubstituted anilines and benzenes were found 
· to possess the double relaxation phenomena 1 by 
showing considerable values of 'l' 1 and 'l' 2 in sol
vent benzene under the electric field of 9.945 
Gl-{z. Monosubstituted anilines, however, showed 
mono as well as often the double relaxation phen
omena2 in solvent benzene under the electric field 
of different frequencies of 2.02 to 22.06 GHz. We, 
therefore, thought to use E h-• t:ij·, E Oii and E"' lj of 
such monosubstituted anilines for different we1ght 
fractions wi s' under 9.9~5 GHz electric field 
which is supposed to be the most effective disper
sive region for such isomers of anisidine and tolui
dine. The dielectric refaxation parameters were, 
however, obtained at 35°C from the careful gra
phical interpolation made by the available data 
measured by Srivastava and Suresh Chandra8 at 
different frequencies. 

The monosubstituted anilines are really found 
to exhibit the exp~cted double relaxation pheno
menon under 9.945 GHz electric field at 35°C by 
showing reasonable values of r 1 and r 2 as pre
sented in Table 1, from the slopes and the inter
cepts of curves of Fig. 1 as derived from Berg
mann's equations. The relative contributions c1 
and c2 (Table 2) towards dielectric relaxations in 
terms of estimated r 1 and T 2 (Table 1) were evalu
ated by the graphical method1•2 using Figs 2 and 3 
as well as by Frohlich's equations9 respectively. The 
symmetric and the asymmetric distribution par
ameters of such compounds under the effective 
dispersive region of 9.945 GHz electric field can 

also be judged to throw much light on their dis
tribution behaviour (Table 2). In absence of the re
liable r of such isomers of anisidine and toluidine,· 
the slope of the linear variations ·of the imaginary 

J,zor----~-----------~----, 

a 

1.00 

o.n 

o.aJ---..J.J:t..-L......&--J:..__ ___ ....~.....--... ___ ....J 
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~ig. !-Linear variation of (£ 111;- ti; )/(ti; -£ ., 1;) against rij/ 
(ti; - E .,1;) of mono-substituted anilines under 9·945 GHz 
electric field at 35•c. (System-!: o-anisidine, (- 0-) System· 
II' m·anisidine, (-0-) System-Ill: p-anisidine, (- 6 -) Sys· 
tem·IV: a-toluidine, (- Q-) System·V: m-toloidine, (-X -) 

System-VI: p-toluidine, (-e-). 

Table 1-The slope and intercept of the straight lines of.[(t 011 - ti1 )/(tj1- £., 11 )] against [rij/(ti1- t., 11 )], correlation co-efficients (r), %-of 
error involved, relaxation times r 1 and r 2 of the flexible parts as well as the whole molecules, measured r from Kij- Kj1 equations and the 
most probable relaxation times ru together with r, and r .. from symmetric and asymmetric distribution parameters y and 6 of monosubsti· 

tuted anilines at 35"C under 9.945 GHz electric field 

System with Slope and intercept of Correlation %of error Estimated Most Measured r,from r .. from 
SI.No. straight line Eq. (7) Co-efficient inVolved in relaxation times probable rfrom symmetric asymmetric 

{(tOij- til )/(til -£ e~lj)) (r) Eq.{7) r 1 & r1 inpsec relaxation Kij- Kj1 distribution distribution 
versus [Eii /(rii - £ ., 1i)) time Eq. (20) in parameter y parameter 6 

ru• ['f';r; p sec of Eq. (13) ofEq. (lS) 

in p sec 

I o-anisidine 4.9294 0.6583 0.7789 11.86 2.20 76.73 12.99 3.54 0.55 61.91 
II m-anisidine 2.9043 0.6073 o:9888 0.67 3.63 42.87 12.47 4.77 14.78 86.39 
Ill p-anisidine 6.2098 1.4923 0.8308 9.34 4.01 95.42 19.56 4.20 1.41 75.33 

IV o-toluidine 4.2660 1.2707 0.9994 0.04 5.16 63.15 18.05 4.56 4.62. 41.71 
V nHoluidine 3.3514 0.5415 0.9622 2.24 2.73 50.94 11.79 5.52 0.64 66.69 
VI p-toluidine 4.7133 0.7348 0.8684 7.41 2.58 72.88 13.71 3.57 0.66 20.13 
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Table 2-The estimated values of .x{ • (ci1 - e., 11)/(t0i1-t., 11 )] and .){ • t:ii1(e 011 - e.,11ll from Frohlich's equations and by the graphical tech· 
niques at w1- 0, Frohlich's parameter A, symmetric and asymmetric distribution parameters y and d from x and y at w1- 0 along with the 

relative contributions c, and c2 due .to Frohlich and the graphical t~hnique under 9.945 GHz electric field 

System with Frohlich's Estimated values of Weighted contributions Estimated values of Weighted contributions Symmetric & 
SI.No parameter xandyfromFrohlich's c1 &c2 from x&yfromFigst2)& c1 &c2 fromthe asymmetric 

A• Eqs(8)and(9) Eqs(5)&(6) (3)at w1-0 graphical technique distribution 
In( r 2/ r 1 ) parameters y & d 

1 o-anisidine 3.5518 0.5555 0.3457 0.5069 1.3869 0.0875 0.106 0:8946 -6.0732 0.47 0.09 

n m-anisidine 
m p-anisdine 
IV p-toluidine 

2.4689 0.5848 . 0.4009 0.4997 0.8945 0.515 0.254 0.4825 0.4574 0.40 0.33 
3.1695 0.4420 0.3655 0.4223 1.6298 0.810 0.140 0.8725 -0.4020 0.49 0.13 
2.5046 0.4594 0.403J U.4:l93 1.1669 0.740 0.228 1.1326 -0.0478 0.35 0.25 

· V m-toluidine 
VI p-toluidine 

2.9263 0.5933 0.3748 0.5170 1.0107 0.870 0.106 0.9097 -0.1564 0.49 0.09 
3.3410 0.5432 0.3574 0.4942 1.3351 0.950 0.084 0.9908 -0.3417 0.29 0.09 

1.00 0•4 .-----------------, 

-.. ~ 
• ... 
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Fig. 2-Variation of (ri1 - e ., 11)/(r 011 - £ ., 11) against weight frac· 
tion w1s' of solutes under 9.945 GHz electric field at 35"C. 
(System-1: u-anisidine, (-0- ) ~ystem·ll'. m-anisidine, (- 0- ) 
System-Ill: p-anisidine, (- 6 •) System-1V: a-toluidine. 
( - ¢- ) System·V: m·toluidine, ( - X - ) System-V 1: ,. 

toluidine, ( - e- ). 

parts Kjj against the real parts Kj1 of th(l complex 
hf conductivities K t of the soluuons were used to 
T as shown a Table 1' together with T I' get T I and 
fc1 where tO. is the most probable relaxation time 
given by t 0 = J t 1 t 2 ,. J 1 and fcs Me called sym
metric' and characteristic relaxation times associat
ed -wi~ symmetric and asymmetric distribution 
parameters y and 6 respectively. The res·pective 
dipole moments 14 1, 14 2 and 14 0 in terms of t 1, t 2 
and t 0 of these compounds as obtained from the 
slope f3 of the linear variations of total hf conduc
tivities K11 s' of the solutions against w 1 s' of mono
substituted anilines in benzene (Fig. 4) are in close 
agreement with the theoretical dipole moments 
ll•heos', (Table 3) as computed from bond angles . 
and bond moments of several groups in anisidines 
and toluidines with respect to benzene ring. 

2 Theory and Formulation 
When the polar molecule is provided with more 

....... 0·3 
i 
"' I 

:s 
~ 

.:::" 
.... 0•2 
II 
;:,.. 

ID 

0 

o-os o-10 

WJ (weighT fraction) 

Fig. 3-)lar,iation of tij /(e 111i- £·., 11 ) against wi s' or isomers or 
anisidines and toluidines under 9.945 GHz. electric field at 
35"C. (Sysiem-1: o-anisidine, (- 0-) System-11' m-Wlisidine, 
(-0-) System-lll: P"~.nisidine, (- A -) System· IV: a
toluidine, ( - Q-) System.Y: nHoluidine, ( -X - ) System-V 1: 

p-toluidine, (- e- ). 

than one relaxation times i.e., r 1 and r 2 Debye's 
equations of polar-nonpolar liquid mixture lead to 
Bergmann's equatons: 

... (1) 

... (2) 

such that c 1 + c2 = 1. 

The co-efficients c 1 and c 2 are the weight factors 
of the two Debye processes governed by r 1 and 
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Table 3-lntcrcept and slope of K11 - 1111 curve, dimcaalonleaa puunctcrs bl' dipole moments p~· In Dcbye {D) together with atimatod p 1 from 
,,. p~c1/c2 )1 n. and theoretical /A from bond ID&1a IDd bond momentsofisomenohniaidll!eiDd toluidluo at 9.945 OHzeloctric 6dd and at35"C 

System with Intercept&: slope of Dimensionless ~ctcn Estimated dipole moments Theoretical p.., Eltlmatcd PwJA 1 

SI.No .. & K11 -~t~1 equation IDDebye inDfromboDd p 1•from/Az(c1 /c2)1n. 
mol wt b0 • b1 • b2• angles aDd bond D 

2 
'2 
x 
:::"' 

1•08 ...._ ____ .._ ____ ....._ ____ _, 

().00 GO:s o.ao 
Wcfoht froc:tlon (A)j 

Fig .. 4-Variadon of hf conducliv!~Y K11 with different weight 
fracuons w1 s' of sol~tcs at 3S"C aild 9.945 GHz electric field. 
(System-1: o-anisidine, {-0-) System-n• m-anisidinc, (-0-) 
System-Ill: p-anisidine, ( - A -) Systcm-IV: o-toluidine, 
( - Q- ) System.Y: m-toluidinc, ( -% -) System-VI: p-

toluidinc, (-e- ). 

r z respectively. The symbols used in Eqs ( 1) and 
( 2) convey the usual meanings: 

L 
til-t ... ;j etx= - - , 
tolj- Eoo;j 

e'!. 
y= ----''"-' -

to;j- Eoo;j 

and w -r= a. Using the notations a= 1 ~ 1 + a 2) and 
b= a/( 1 +a 2) the above Eqs ( 1) and (2) can be 
written as: 

momenta 

1.02 5.64 

1.65 5.51 
1.89 8.05 

1.39 5.43 

1.03 3.66 

1.54 3.38 

... (3) 

... (4) 

The suffices 1 and 2 with a and b are related to 
f' 1 and f' 2 respectively. 

Evaluating c1 and c2 from Eqs (3) and (4) one 
gets: 

c, _ (xa2- yXl t a~) 
al-ai 

and 

... (5) 

... (6) 

provided a 2 > a 1• Now adding Eqs (5) and (6) and 
since c1 + c2 ,. 1 we get: 

which on substitution of the values of x, y and a 
yields: 

... (7) 

representing a straight line of [(t011 - e;l )/(tji -
£..,11)] against [tij/(ti1 -e.., 11 )] with slope w(r 1 + -r2 ) 
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and intercept - co 2 'E' 1 'E'2• The slopes and intercepts 
of Eq.(7) were, however, evaluated by fitting ei1, 
ejj, e011 and e <»iJ for different coJ_s' of the mono
substituted anilines, referred to Tables ( 1-3) and 
Figs (1-4) at 35°C under 9.945 GHz electric field. 
They are finally placed in Table l, to yield T 1 and 
T 2 respectively for them. 

The weighted contributions c1 and c2 towards 
dielec~s: relaxation may be computed from Eqs 
(5) and (6} by using x andy in Frohlich's equations 
(Ref. 9) 

similarly, o and 'E'c• can be had from Eqs ( 11) as: 

... (14} 

and 

.. . (15) 

As the values of rp cannot be estimated directly we 
draw a theoretical curve for log(cosrp)11; against rp 
as shown in Fig. 5 from which 

... (8) log-~ 
1 ( "')u; ca;{ o;) 

and 

e'i 1 ... 
y• I •- (tan -l(e" CO 1'

1
)- tan -I {COT,)] 

Eoij- Eooij A . 
... (9) 

where A • froblich parameter •ln ( T 2/ T 1 ) and 
T, • small limiting · relaxation time ... T 1• Both c 1 
and c2 may also be calculated fro~ Eqs (5) and 
{6} with-the graphically extrapolated fixed values 
of x and y when co1-o as shown in Figs (2) and 
( 3 ) .. They are shown m Table 2. 

the molecules appear to behave like nonrigid 
ones having either sy)nmetric or asymmetric dis
tribution parameters y and 6 which may be calcu
lated from Eqs ( 10-11) 

• tou-e•ll 
E ij• £.,11+ 1 +(jcoT,)I-y ... (10) 

or 
• ton-e•IJ 

e ;j • e.,,i + (1 + jCOT
0

)" 
... (11) 

the former· and the latter ones are associated with 
1'1 and Tea Where 1'1 and fca arc called the Symntet· 

.ric as well as the characteristic relaxation times. 
Separating the real and the imaginary parts of Eqs 
(10) and (11) and rearranging them in terms of x 
and y as shown in Figs (2) and (3) at co1-o we 
have the symmetric parameter yfrom: 

y•~tan- 1 [(1-x)~-y] ... (12) 

and the symmetric relaxation time T1 from: 

... (13) 

og cos.,. =----
ll-1 -

... (16) 

can be known. With, the known ; from Fig. 5; r" 
and o can be est:imaled from Eqs (14} and (15) re
spectively. The t. and ret thus estiinat¢ are 
placed in Table 1 to compare with f 1 and r 2 from 
double relaxation method, but y and lJ are placed 
in Table 2. 

.The._complex high frequency conductivity K T1 
of a dilute polar-nonpolar liquid mixture12 is given 
by: 

K fl ... Ki1+_jKij 

where 

Fig. 5-Variation oflog(cos ;) 11 ~against ;. 

.. . (17) 
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The magmtude.of the total hfconductivity is: as tlw dipole monH:nt of the polar li4uid in terms 
of h where 

... (IH) 

The dielectric permittivity c;1 of solution in hf re
gion is very small and eventually c4uals the optical 
dielectric constant. The dielectric loss t:i'; is re
sponsible for the absorption of electrical energy 
and. therefore. offers resistance to polarisation. 
The K ;; may thus be approximated as: 

K w ' . '>> " ;;=·- E;
1 

smce f; 1 r,1 4Jr 

The real part of the complex conductivity of a 
solution of weight-fraction w; of polar solute at 
TK is: 

... (19) 

where the symbols have their usual significance. 
But for hfregion it can be shown that 

. K' 
K~'.,-= K · + __ .!) 

IJ ""'J w T 

or 
K' , .. -K· +.:..:...u 

fiiJ- "''J 
WT 

... (20) 

Since K;
1 

is·a function of w
1 

it can be shown at in
finite dilution: 

(d K\;) {3 ----'-' = wr 
d Wj .,

1 
·II 

... (21) 

where {3 is the slope of K ;; - w; curve at W;- 0. 
Eq. ( 19) on being differentiated with respect to W; 
and at w; .... 0 becomes: 

... (22) 

I 
h == ----. ·-·; 

I+ w" r· 
... (24) 

which is a dimensionless parameter. The 11 1, 11 2 
and Jln in terms of b1, b2 and b11 involved with r 1, 

r 2 and r 11 respectively were then computed with 
the knowledge of (3. They are finally placed in 
Table 3 together with Jl thcu obtained from bond 
angles and bond moments for comparison. 

3 Results and Discussion 
The values of x and y in terms of dielectric re

laxation data at lJ.lJ45 GHz are first estimated for 
different w; s' with the available dataK measured 
under 2.02, 3.86 and 22.06 GHz electric field. 
They are then plotted against w; s' as shown in 
Figs (2) and (3) which are found to agree well with 
the Bergmann Eqs ( 1) and (2) almost exactly. The 
close agreement of the curves in Figs (2) and (3) 
with Eqs ( 1) and (2) suggests that the data selected 
by graphical interpolations at 3 em wavelength 
electric field are almost accurate. The dielectric 
relaxation parameters t:i;, t:;'j, E Oij and E ooij thus 
obtained, are used to calculate the slopes and the 
intercepts of the fitted straight lines of Eq. (7) with 
the experimental points placed upon them as 
shown in Fig. I. The correlation coefficient r for 
each s-traight line is, however, estimated and found 
to lie within the range of 0.9994 to 0.7789 to
gether with % error involved in each case. They 
are shown in 4th and 5th columns of Table 1. 
Table 1 also shows that o- and p-anisidine like p
toluidine exhibit errors- of larger magnitudes than 
the other systems. This may, perhaps, be due to 
the uncertainty in the estimation of dielectric re
laxation data for such systems. Monosubstituted 
anilines often showed double as well as mono re
laxation behaviour as observed earlier2• p
ahisidine, however, is an exception2• It showed the 
mono relaxation behaviour at 2.02, 3.86 and 
22.06 GHz respectively. It is again very much in
teresting to note that all the anisidines and tolui
dines as referred to Table 1, nevertheless exhibit 

because at w
1 

..... 0, P.; the density of the solution 
becomes p 1, the density of the solvent and F;; the 
local field in the solution becomes F1, where 
F,=[(t:;+2)/3]2, t: 1, is the dielectric constant of the 
solvent. From Eqs (21) and (22) we finally get: 

the double relaxation behaviour by showing rea
sonably considerable values of T 1 (smaller) and r 2 
(larger) to represent the relaxation times for their 
flexible parts attached to the parent ring and the 
whole molecules respectively. It. signifies that 
9.945 GHz ("" 3 em, wavelength) electric field 

(
3M kT{J) 1

" Jl = J -· 
1 Np, F,wh 

. . . (23) 

seems to he the most effective dispersive region 
for such molecule to yield r 1 and T 2 • 

The r ,s' as observed from the slopes and the 
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intercepts of Eq. (7) gradually increase from m£'111-

to ortlw- and to pam-forms of all, the anisidines 
and toluidines probably due tiJ C _... NH 2 groups 
which is highly influenced by 9.945 GHz ("" 3 em 
wavekngth) electric field for its different positions 
in them. The r 1 s,' on the other hand, increase 
from ortho to para for anisidines while reverse is 
true for toluidines. The increase in the values of 
r 1s' indicates the flexible parts of the molecules 
are more loosley bound to parent moleculcsu. 

The most probable relaxation time r0 as 
shown in the 8th column of Table l, can be com
pared with the measured rs' from the slopes5 of 
Ki'i- K;i along with symmetric r, and characteris
tic res from y and o. The rs' as shown in the 9th 
column of Table l agree excellently. well with r 1• 

This fact indicates that the hf conductivity mea
surement of polar-nonpolar liquid mixture yields 
the microscopic relaxa~ion time while the double 
relaxation method gives macroscopic as well as 
microscopic relaxation times as observed earlieru. 
r ,s' in Table 1 are slightly smaller than rs; as ob
tained frottl hf conductivity for almost all systems 
besides m-anisidine and (>-toluidine whose r ,s' 
agree well with r 0 and r respectively. The slight 
difference is due to different steric hindrances as a 
result of sfructural conformations. All these dis
cussinns made above, confirms r, to represent 
microscopic relaxation time. rcss, on the other 
hand, are larger in magnitude and agree with r 2 as 
obtained by double relaxation method. Thus r c' 

under the electric field of 9.945 GHz gives r 2• 

The relative contributions c1 and c2 towards di
~lectric..r_elaxations were.found out in the graphical 

method by using[Fig; ~ 2_ aend3] as 'Yell[ as Fr~~~lich']s 
equations of x = '1 

_ "''
1 and y = _' 

Eo;; E..,ij Eu;; Eooij 

both from Bergmann's Eqs ( 1) and (2) in terms of 
r 1 and r 2• The x and yin Frohlich's Eqs (8) and 

lOth columns of saml· T:1blt:: 2. The negative sign 
bcforcc2 in the latter met hnd signifies the lag in in
ertia of the whole molecules with respect to their 
ncxiblc partsl.2 under ltfclcctric field. 

The double relaxation times showed by all the 
monosubstituted anilines under 9.945 GHz elec
tric field at 35°C indicate the nonrigidity of the 
molecules. This fact at once inspired us to test the 
symmetric as well as asymmetric distribution par· 
ameters y and o for such compounds. They are 
calculated from Eqs (12) and· (16) with the values 
of x and y at w;- 0 from ~igs 2 and 3. The values 
of y and o thus obtained with the aid of the direct 
measurements of relaxation data seem to be accur
ate enough to specify the distribution parameters 
as placed in the last two columns of Table 2. It is 
observed from Table 2 that the values of y lie in 
the range of 0.29 ~ y ~ 0.49 indicating thereby 
symmetric relaxation behaviour for such molecules 
under 9.945 GHz electric field. The low values of 
· o in the range of 0.09 ~ o ~ 0.33 invariably rules 
out the possibility of occurrence of asymmetric 
dielectric distributions 14

• 

( 9) are related to Frohlich parameter A which de
pends on the difference of the activation energies 
E 2 and E 1 of the· rotating units and is expressed in 
terms of r/r 1 by r/r 1 =exp(E2-E1)/RT. The 
constancy of the factor (£2 - E\.,)!RT at a fixed 
temperature may be put equal to A where 
A= In ( r21 r 1 ). The positive values of c 1 and c 2 

such that c2 > c1 and c1 + c2 > 1 in Frohlich's meth
od for all the systems are shown in the 5th and 
lith columns of Table 2 together with the Fr<.ihlich 
parameters A in the 2nd column respectively. B!lt 
the graphical extrapolation technique suggested by 
Saha er a/. 1 and Sit et aU, however, yields c2 al
ways negative except m-anisidine satisfying the 
condition that c1 + c1 "" I as shown in the 9th and 

The dipole moments Jt 1 and ~.t 2 of the flexible 
parts and the whole molecules of anisidines and 
toluidines are obtained- from Eq. (23) in terms of 
dimensionless parameters b" b2 from Eq. (24) in
volved with r 1 and r 2 respectively (Table 1) and 
the slope {3 of K;i- w curves in Fig. 4 whidt 
shows the variation of k ii s' with w;S'. The inter
cepts and slopes of K;i- w; equations are shown 
in the 2nd and 3rd columns of Table 3. The inter
cepts are of almost equal in magnitudes in all 
them;· but the slopes f3 increase slowly from ortho
to para- for anisi'dines and reverse in toluidines. 
The almost same intercepts and ~lopes of K;i- w; 
curves in Fig. 4 arise probably due to the identical 
polarity3 of the molecules. Some of the curves in 
Fig. 4 meet at a point near w i- 0 indicating there
by solute-solvent (monomer) or solute-solute (di
mer) associations in the region 0.02 < w 1 < 0.035 
of the concentration. Unlike toluidines the most 
probable dipole moments !Jo and ~.t 1 gradually in
crease from cr to p- for anisidines as reported in 
7th and 8th columns of Table 3. ~.t 2s, on the other 
hand, increase gradually from m- to o- With a high 
value in p-anisidine white in case of toluidines ~.t 2s' 
increase from m- to p- and a-configurations. The 
above facts, however1 reve~l that !Jo .as obtained 
from r 11 = ~ depends solely upon the group 
moment$ like !J 1 of their flexible parts. The gradu
al increase of /.l{~_.from cr to p-ani_llidine and from 
p- to a-toluidine like ~.t 1 is probably due to their 
almost same polarity as supported by the slopes · 
{Js' of K ,

1 
as a function of wi s' (Fig. 4 ). 
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The theoretical dipole moments 1-4 ,h~o s' from the 
bond angles and bond moments of C ...... OCH3 in 
anisidines and C ..... CH 1 in toluidines with C ..... NH2 

with respect to the benzene ring were already cal
culated elsewhere~ and placed in the lOth column 
of Table 3. They are compared with all the 1-4s' to
gether with 1-4 1 from 1-4 1 =!-' 2 (c/c2 )112 assuming the 
two relaxation processes are equally probable. 

4 Conclusion 
The correlation co~fficients r s' and hence the 

% of errors introduced in Eq. (7) with the dielec
tric relaxation parameters like e;i, ej'i, Eo;i and 
E aoij Of the polar-nonpolar liquid mixtures under 
9.945 GHz electric field at 35"C, as presented in 
Table 1, are within such range that r 1 and r 2 as 
obtained from the intercepts and slopes of Eq. (7) 
are of considerable accuracy because rs' arc 
usually claimed to be a<;curate within ± 10%. The 
methodology of single frequency measurements of 
dielectric relaxation data at different wi s' seems to 
be much simple in comparison to the existing 
methods where data of pure polar liquid at two or 
more electric field frequencies of GHz region are, 
usually required. The.relative contributions c1 and 
c2 in terms of T 1 and T2 are, however, obtained by 
using Frohlich's equations as well as graphical 
technique which also offers a convenient method 
to decide either symmetric or asymmetric dist~bu
tion behaviour under the electric field of given fre-

quency. The dipole moments 1-4 1, 14 2 in terms <,>f r 1 
and r 2 and slop {J of concentration variation of K ,i 
of polar-nonpolar liquid mixture provide the valu
able information of the conformation of a complex 
polar liquid. 
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Abstract : Alcohols like !-butanol. 1-hexanol, l·heptanol and 1-dccanol arc long 'lraighl 
chain polar molecules almost like polymers. In these alcohols as well a' in methanol and ethanol, 
there exist many possibilities of having internal rotation, bending a111: '""ling. each wnh a 
characteristic relaxation time, under high frequency electnc field ofGiga hcnz range. An attempt 
is. then:fore. made to detect the double n:laxation phenomena hy the new approach 'uggestcd 
earlier. It involves single frequency measurements of the dielectric relaxation data of those 
compounds in solvent n-heplane at 25°C under three different frcqucru:ic' of 24 .. 1.1. ').25 and 
3.00 GHz electric field as well as those of methanol and ethanol in hcn1cne at 9.H4 GHz 
respectively to get rt and r2 for the:r flexible parts and the whok rnolend,·, The akohols under 
investigation, always exhibit the douhle relaxation hchaviour~ at all fll·qu,.,, ,., ''"·,·pt methanol 

at 9.84 GH1.. thus indicating sep:tratc hrnad di~pcr~ion' in thl'lll rlu· '"''"···· "'"'"loutior" c· 1 

and c·2 Inward' dielectric relaxation' due to r1 and r2• arc ,·akulat,·,l lt<>lll I '"""' h'' '''i"·''""'' \o 

compare with lhc"e as obtained hy graphical technique. The drp~>k "'"""'"" J!'·. "''' al'" 
estimated in terms of the relaxation times r 1 and r2. obtained fronr tl"· ''""''' f!', of the hi 

conductivities K;f' of the solution' again'! tlw weight fraction "/' "' till· "''"'''' '" n11lcr to 
support their u~ual conformations. 

Keywords Double relaxation, dipole rnomcnls, strai~,:ht chain akulmh 

I'ACS Nos. 33.l~.Kr, 31.70.llk, 31 70.11q 

l. Introduction 

The dielectric relaxation phenomena of highly nonspherical polar l1quul~ 111 nonpolar 

SOlventS umJcr-lhc uJtra high frequency (uhf) electric rid_Js have g:ttllcd \IlliCit a\lcnllll\l 

[ 1,2] as they reveal variOIJS types of molecular interactions like solutc-~olutc fdimcr) and 

~olute-solvent (monomer) formations in liquid mixtures. They alsu ptc•vidc one with 

The nomenclature of symbols used, are given in the Appendix. 

'Department of Physics, Raiganj l'olytcchnic. Raiganj-7D 134. Wc,l Bengal, India 
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valuable informat;on regarding size~. shapes, structures and different thcrrnody'namic 

paJ"ametcrs due to relaxation of the polar liquids [3]. 

The relaxation phenomena of pure primary alcohols arc very interesting as they were 

found to possess three distinct low frequency Dcbye type processes predicting inherently 

the single relaxation time [4,5]. The dilution of polar alcohols with nonpolar solvents, 

however, increases the relative contributions towards dielectric dispersions in the hf electric 

field [6). The straight chain mono-alcohols, on the other hand, are almost like polymers 

having -CH3 and -OH groups in their structures. Obviously, there exist many possibilities 

of internal and molecular rotations, bending! twisting etc each with a characteristic 

relaxation time. In averaging to the macroscopic condition, a distribution of relaxat_ion time 

may also be possible. Mishra et al[1] claimed t~at ·it is iiot possible to resolve dielectric 

dispersion in three relaxation processes from the measured ·relaxation data under a single· 

frequency electric field. 

Again, to detect the'double relaxation phenomena of a polar solute, Bergmann et a/ . 
[8] proposed a technique based on measured relaxation parameters of pure polar liquid like 

ry:al e', loss e" of the complex dielectric constant e• as well as static Eo and the high 

.. -frequency dielectric ·constant Eoo at different frequencies of the electric field. The term 

:• .- ; was then plotted against . e" £ following Cole-Cole semi-circle equation. A 
o - oo Eo - oo 

suitable chord joinin~ the two fixed points on the semi-circl~ consistent with all the 

experimental points is then chosen to yield the relax·ation time -r1 and T2 of the flexible part 

. and the whole molecule itself~ Bhattacharyya et al [9] had subsequently modified the 

procedure of Bergmann et a/ [8) to get -r1 and T2 of a pure polar liquid in terms of the 

. relaxation parameters meas'ured at two different frequencies of the electric field in the 

OHirange. 

In such a context, we have studied the double relaxation phenomena nf Sllme straight 

chal.n aliphatic alcohols, namely !-butanol, 1-hexanol, 1-heptanol and I -dccanol dissol vcd 

in n-heptane at 24.33, 9.25 and 3.00 GHz eleciric iield together with methanol and ethanol 

dissolveoin oenzene at9.84 GHz electric field .. respectivcty-at a temperature of 25°C by the 

recently developed method I 10]. It is usually made with the single frequency mcasu~cmcnts 
of the dielectric relaxation parameters like e;i' eij. Eo;j and E..,ij of,~ polar solute (j) in a! 

nonpolar solvent (i) for different weight fractions w;'s of the polar solute. r 1 and r2 arc then 

obtained from the slope and the intercept of a straight line equation containing the dielectric 

relaxation data of which Eo;j and E..,;j should he accurately known 1111. The npproach us 

suggested earlie~ [ 10], seems to ne an effective tool to detect the: double relaxation 

phenomena of the polar liquid in a nonpolar solvent within the framework of Dcbye and 

Smyth model. For. such straight chain alcohols behaving almost like polymers. Onsnger',s 

equation m'ay be~ better choice due to the strong intermolecular for~:e exerted hy alcohols 
in solution owing to their high dipole moments. But the resulting cxpll'~~ion~ can not he 

solved so easily as has been done in [I 0), because of the presence of the quadratic term e~. 
The method !10} was already applied to mono-substituted anilines 1121 in hcnt.cnc in order 

--

'''· 
1.' 
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Table 1. The estilll3ted inten:cpt and slopes or !'~might line equation r ( GJij - £ij.) /< eij - £..;i ) Jagain.u [ e,j /< eij - £..;i I J with errors and corrda!ion coefficients together 

wirh me:~Sured r's of some n0flll31 alcohols 31 z..-;oc under different ultra high frequency (- gigahenz) electric field. 

~ c 

I 
1:: 

Systemwilh Frequency Intercept and slope Correlation Pl:rcentage E.o;timated valucs ~ . Most probable \)" 

~ 
Sl. No. and finGHz or equation ~8) coelftciept error in of f2and r1 i t:. in p Sec relaxalion time 

~ 
molecularwt. (l) regression inpSec To = ~r, r2 [ technique in pSec -5" 

::s 
II 1-Butlllol in (a) 24.33 2.6046 8.6557 0.9013 5.16 54.60 2.04 1.96 1055 

~ 
n-heptlne (b) 9;25 1.2809 6.1343 0.9347 3.47; 101.87 3.73 4.30 19:49 "' ~ Mj=14gm (c) :too 0.6825 4.1544 0.9328 3.57 211.41 9.10 16.98 43.86 o;;· 

:::-
18.58 -II) 1-Hexanol in (a) 24.33 2.045 6.7079 0.6195 41.81 2.10 2.74 9.37 t") 

:::-
n-heptane (b) 9.25 1.0803 5.1697 0.9163 4.42 85.24 3.76 5.86 17.90 t:l :s· 
Mj= 102gm (C) 3.00 0.6651 4.0210 0.9308 3.67 204.26 9.17 i 13.14 43.28 l:l 

;:;-
c 

HI) 1-Heptanol in (a) 24.33 2.8273 7.9933 0.6752 14.98 49.89 2.43 2.11 11.01 :::r 
c 

n-hepvme (b) 9.25 0.9233 5.0147 0.9433 3.03 83.03 3.30 5.78 16.55 1:; 

"' .MJ=ll6gm (c) 3.00 0.6823 4.1075 0.9638 1.95 208.81 9.20 13.49 43.83 ~ 

IV) 1-Decanol in (a) 24.33 2.4813 5.4316 0.8153 9.23 32.25 3.30 ' 2.69 10.32 
' 5.71~ 21.60 

1 
n-heptane (b) 9.25 \'. 1.5735 5.1553 0.9463 2.87 83.14 5.61 

Mj= J58gm (c) 3.00 0.3316 2.6855 •0.9228 4.08 135.66 6.89 14.37 30.57 

V) Ethanol iri benzene 

Mj=46gm 9 84 4.5211 288.7386 0.9416 3.42 4672.26 0.25 3.9 34.18 

VD Medo.anol in betu.ern: 

.Mi=32gm 9.84 -5.4003 198.2809 0.8952 5.99 3209.12 - 4.3 
N 

.. -

<,;~ 

~:·· 
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Table 2. Frohlich parameter A. rclarive contributions <"t and <"2 due to rt and r2• theoretical values of .rand y due: 10 Friihlich ClJ'· (9) and ( 10) and those by our merhod 

at infinite dilution for monoalcohols under differenr uhf electric field ar 25°C. 

System with Frequency Frohlich Theoretical values of Theon:rical values of E.~timatcd valuL"S of E.~timatl.-d values of V:l 

Sl. No. and fin GHz parameter x andy from cr and ,.2 from xandyat ''/-+0 c1 and c1 from ::><: 

molecular wr. A= In (r2lr1) eq. no. (9) and (10) eq. no. (4) and 15) from Figs. (2) and (3) graphical technique ~ 
:; 
~ 

I) 1-Butanol in (a) 24.33 3.2871 0.3666 0.3495 0.3701 2.0678 0.83 0.218 0.9162 ~.3579 V:l 
):.. 

n-heplane (b) 9.25 3.3073 0.4651 0.3596 0.4394 1.6354 0.99 0.15 1.0483 ~.4076 g.. 
::, 

Mj=74gm (c) 3.00 3.1455 0.5556 0.3670 0.4985 1.2024 1.11 0.13 1.1589 ~.2668 ·~ ._ 
IS 

II) 1-Hexanol in (a) 24.33 2.9912 0.3924 0.3692 0.3885 1.6769 0.79 0.264 0.8694 0.0725 

n-hepune (b) 9.25 3.1211 0.4885 0.3704 0.4535 1.4215 0.70 0.130 0.7385 ~.1234 

Mj= 102gm (C) 3.00 3.1035 0.5600 0.3689 0.5004 1.1707 1.005 0.078. 1.0618 ~.4113 

Ill) 1-Hepranol in (a) 24.33 3.0219 0.3464 0.3588 0.3580 1.8763 0.655 0.236 0.7464 -0.0586 

n-heprane (b) 9.25 3.2253 0.5112 0.3647 0.4703 1.3973 0.835 0.130 0.8724 ~.1575 
.. 

Mj= 116grn (c) 3.00 3.1222 0.5560 0.3682 0.4983 1.1910 1.045 0.116 1.0942 ~.2853 

1\o) 1-Decanol in (a) :!4.33 2.2796 0.3412 0.3962 030-l-1 1.2R09 I II 0.29 1.4687 -15413 

n-heprane (b) 9.25 2.6?60 04268 0.389<1 !1410~ U~44 0.955 0.17 1.0911 -1..17627 

M1= 158gm (C) . 3.00 2.9801 0.6640 0.3585 u 5611 u.~45.l 1.005 0.012 1.0716 -O.Jo7S 

. 
\') E.rhanol in benzene 

Mj=-l6gm 9.!!4 9.8357 0.4240 0.1577 0.42."16 43.(>.136 0.24 0.0099 0.2400 1:1<J.n 

~ 
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to gel the frequency dependence of rl and r2 under three different electric fieh.ls of 22.06, 

3.86 and 2.02 GHz respectively, showing either the double or the mono-relaxation 

behaviours. p-anisidine alone shows the mono-relaxation behaviour at all fre4uencies. 

When the data are extended to 9.945 GHz electric field, all of them, on the othcr·hand, 

show the double relaxation phenomena [ 13]. No such rigorous study ori mon<ihydric 

alcohols has been made so far. So it seems worthwhile to make an extensive study on the 

available data of aliphatic alcohols [ 14] as well as ethanol and methanol 115,161 with 

special emphasis on possible occurrence of -r1 and 1iz in the hf electric field l(1]. 

It is evident from Table I and f;'igure I that all the alcohols show the double 

relaxation phenomena in all the frequencies of GHz range except methanol at 9.84 GH1., 

indicating sepnrnte brood dispersions in them. Ethanol is a system with r 2 )) r 1 while 

methanol shows very high value of -r2 only. -r1 and r2 are compared with most prohable 

relaxation time 1'o where t 0 = ~ t 1 t 2 as shown in the last column of Table. I. In absence 

of accurate 'f for such alcohols, -r's are estimated from the slope of the imaginary part Kij 
and the real part Kij of the total uhf conductivity K;; and placed in the 9th column of 

Table 1 for comparison with r 1, -r2 and 1Q respectively. 

The relative contributions towards the dielectric relaxation i.e. c 1 and c2 due to 

t 1 and r2 are estimated by using Frohlich's equations [17] as well as graphical method 

(Figures 2 and 3). They are also shown in Table 2. 

The dipole moments p 1 and p 2 of the flexible part as well as of the whole molecule 

are then estimated in terms of t and slope {3 of the linear plot of Kij against 11·i (Figure 4 ). 

They are shown in Table 3 in order to compare with J.1o due to 1'o and J.l..heo from hond angles 

and bond moments (Figure 5) respectively. The J.J. 1's in terms of c 1, c2 'lnd p2 arc also 

calc~lated by assuming that the two relaxation processes are equally probable; and they are 

placed in the last column of Table 3 only to compare withp 1 due to r 1• 

2. Theoretical formulations to estimate r1, "t'1; c.,c1 and J.lto p1 

The complex dielectric constant eij of a polar non-polar liquid mixture can hl· reprc~cnted 

as the sum of a number of non-interacting Dcbye type dispersions in an:ordancc with the 

Budo's.{ 18] relation as : ' 

e~ - e.,.,;i 

Eo;j - e_;i 
" ck = ·f' _l_+__;.;j_w_r_k (I) 

wherej =-r-i and Lck = 1. The term ck is the weight factor for the k-th type of rclux<~tion 

. mechanism. When the complex dielectric constant eij_ consists of two non-interacting 

Debye type dispersions;·audo's relation reduces to Bergmann's [H) equations: 

eij - e.,.;i 

e0 ii :... e.,.ii 
= (2) 
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and 
(3) 

such that c 
1 

+ c2 = I, where c 1 and c2 arc the relative contributions towards dielectric 

relaxations due to intra-molecular relaxation time -r1 and molecular relaxation time -r2• 

q.o 0 

30 

0 

• _,__L-___ ...._ ___ ___1,_ _____ __. 

" • 0 60 0 80 100 
.§.!l._ 

010 0 zo 

IO'iJ-!oo•J 
; 

Figure 1. Straight line plots of (£11;r eij >f<eij- £~;il against "/ . l';j (f;;- f-;;) of 

monoalcohols at 25°C under different u/ifclcclric field. 

System !(a) -0-0- for 1-Butanolat24.33 GH1.. 

I (b) -ll-ll- for 1-Butanol at 9.2~ Glh. 

I (c) -----a---o-- for 1-Butanolnt 3.00GHz. 

System II (a) -4-t- for 1-Hexanol at 24.33 Gllz. 

II (b) -. ~-- for 1-Hexanol at 9.25 GHz. 

II (c) ---·- for 1-Hexanol at 3.00 GHz. 

System Ill (a) -*-*- for 1-Heptano1 at 24.33 GHz. 

111 (b) --·--·-- for 1-Heptanol at 9.25 GH1 .. 

Ill (c) • • for 1-Heptano1 at 3.00 GH1 .. 

System IV (a) --()-()- for 1-Decano1 at 24.33 Glk 

IV (b) ---4-4-- for 1 -Decano1 at 9.25 Gll1 .. 

. ,:-... IV (c) -$----$---- for 1-Decano1 at 3.00Gii7.. 

,, 
.( . ... 

.. ~ ... 
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Fi~ture 2. Variation of (r;i -f~;1 >/CL'1 ,.1 - r ... ,1 ) again~:l weight Ira<·''"" "· '"' 
rnonoalcohols at different uhf electric licld. 

Sys1em l (a) ---0-0- for 1-Autanol :ll 24.33 Gllz. 

I (h) -!':.---·-!':.- for I· Bulanol ul '>.2~ Gill .. 

I !c) --·U--U-- fur 1-Bulanul a! 3.00 Gllz. 

System II (a) -t-t- for 1-Hcxanol a! 24.33 GHz. 

II (bl -- -- -- for 1-Hcxanol at 9.25 GHz. 

II (C) --·----- for 1- Hcxunol at 3.00 Gfl7 .. 

System Ill Cal -·~·-- fur 1-Hcplannl al 24.33 Gilt .. 

Ill (b) --4--4-- for 1-Hcplanol a\ 9.25 GH1 .. 

Ill (c) --·--·-- fur 1-Hcptanol m :l.OOGih. 

System IV Cal -()---<J- for 1-Dccanol at 24.33 GHz. 

IV (b) -+-+- for I· Oceano I :u 9.25 GHz. 

IV (c) -Ei-$- for 1-Dccanol at :too GHz. 

System V -->s--. X-- for !-Ethanol at Y.84 GHl. 

25 
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' " E;j - E.,.ij , £ .. 
Putting ~--...J- = x and 11 = y with wr= a and using the abbreviations, 

Eoij - E.,.;j Eoij - E.,.ij 

1 
2 and b = 

1 
a 2 , the above eqs. (2) and (3) can he written as 

+a +a 
a = 

(4) 

(5) 0 

where suffices 1 and 2 with a and b are related to r 1 and r2 respectively. From eqs. (4) 

and (5), since a 2 - a 1 * 0 and a 2 > a 1 we have 

(xa2 - y) (I + at) 
(6)' c, = 

a 2 - a 1 

(y - xa1) (I + ai) 
c2 = (7) 

a 2 - a 1 

Now, using c1 + c2 = 1, one gets the following equation with the help of eqs. (6) and {7): 

l-x x -- = (a1 +a2 ) - -a1a 2 y y 

which, on substitution of the values of x, y and a yields 

e0ii - eij 
eij - E .. ;i 

(8} 

Eo·· - £~. e;; 
Equation (8) is a straight line between , 11 11 and , with slope w( r1 + r 2 ) 

E;j - E.,;j Eij - f-;j 

and intercept -w2 r 1 r 2 respectively. Here, w·= angular frequency of the applied electric 

field of frequency f in GHz. When the eq. (8) is fitted with the measured diek:.:tric 
relaxation data eij, eij, e0ij and E .. ;i for different weight fractions 11•1's of each alcohol in 
n-heptane (at 25°C under 24.33, 9.25 and 3.00 GHz electric fields) as well as of methanol 
and ethanol in benzene (at 9.84 GHz), we get the slopes and intercepts as showri in Table I, 

to yield r 1 and ~-

The relative contributions c1 and c2 towards the dielectric relaxations in terms of x. y 

and 'ftt r 2 for each alconol are foun? out and shown in Table 2. The _theoretical values of x 
_and y are, however, calculated from Frohlich's equations [ 17] as 

' 1 ( e2Aw2r2 + I) 
X= 

E.ij - E .. ;j 
= 1 - - I .. 

Eo;j - e .. ;i 2A n I + w2r2 , 
.< 

(9) 

e;; I 
tan- 1 (cor, l]. and y = -; [tan-1(eAwr,)- (10) 

.· ... ,.. 

·~· 
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'.J> Tab~ .l The estimated intercept 1m and slope ( fJ> of K;j -"';equation with correlation coefficient ( r) and percentage of error. dimen.~ionless pararnctcl'• {J', and dipole 

nlOnlL"ffl~ It's with theoretical Jl"s and J1 calculated by using the relation Jlt = 11 2 (ctfc2 >
1' 1 at 25°C of rnonoalcohols under different hf electric field 

i::l 
Dirnensionlcs.~ paramelers E~timated d1pole moment' in Debye :::l 

~ystcm with Frequency Intercept and slope of Correlation %-of error 
I:: 
c-

. I no.and fin GHz Kij_- "l. eqn. coeff. (r) in regre . I I I JIO 1'2 Jln,. Jll= "' 
f1,=1+w2t:2 bz=~ q=~ 

ill ., 
MoL wt. of tech. 

~ 

ax 10-10 f3 x 10-10 u 

Jl~u; r t:l 
"' solute 

in e.s.u. in e.s.u. 
1::: 

------ ·~ 
I) !-Butanol in (a) 24.33 2.3523 1.2679 0.9978 0.12 0.2777 0.0142 0.9115 1.97 8.75 1.09 no 

~ 
n-hep!allt: (b) 9.25 0.8941 0.5-WO 0.9997 O.ol 0.4382 0.0278 0.9552 1.66 6.62 1.13 1.~9 J.~3 "' ::; 
Mj=74gm (c) 3.00 0.2887 0.2338 0.9999 0.00 0.5942 0.0593 0.9715 1.65 5.23 1.29 3.37 

;:, 
--· .IC 
::-

II) 1-Hexanol (a) 24.33 2.3522 0.8192 0.9961 0.21 0.3279 0.0239 0.9066 1.72 6.36 I.D:l 3.06 ,.., 

in n-heptane (b) 9.25 0.8929 OA005 0.9997 O.GI 0.4804 0.0392 0.95-'5 1.61 5.63 1.1~ Ul 3.18 ~ 

M;= 102gm (c) 3.00 0.2889 0.1695 0.9999 0.00 0.6006 0.0633 0.9710 1.64 5.06 1.29 3.31 ~ 
llll 1- Heptanol (a) 24.33 2.3169 0.8276 0.9927 0.40 0.2611 0.0169 0.8788 2.06 8.10 1.12 3.5~ 

g_ 
~ 

in n-heptane (b) 9.25 0.8973 0.3555 0.9993 0.04 0.5196 0.0412 0.9646 1.55 5.52 1.14 1.2:! 3.20 
!:;"" 

Mj= 116gm (C) 3.00 0.2891 0.1519 0.9997 O.QI 0.5946 0.0607 0.9708 1.67 5.22 l .. lO 3.38 ~ 

IV) 1-Decanol (a) 24.33 2.3575 0.5787 1.0002 0.01 0.2870 0.0396 0.7973 1.92 5.17 115 2.76 

in n·heptane , (bl 9.25 0.8949 0.2{>()9 0.9966 0.18 0.3885 0.0411 0.9Q..l0 1.79 5.52 I l ~ v.;;: .l.~ 

M1= 158gm (~) :;oo . 0.~894 0 1151 0.9997 O.QI 0.7509 0.1327 0.9834 1.51 .1.58 I .:: 2.9~ 

\') Ettun<>l in ~nzene 

.\1
1 

= -l6 gm 9.1!~ I 1925 0 1~"'7 0.9927 0.~ 0.1831 0.00001 0.9997 1.19 1~7.19 0 ."I I~ - 1~.5:1 

VI\ 1\kth:m,>l m henzen<: 

Mj= )2 gm 9.84 1..:!058 1).2161 0.9928 cA:; - 0.00002 - - ss: 17 - !.~t> - t.J 
-.1 

·~ 
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where A = Fr<ihlich parameter = ln( r2fr1) and r, is called the small limiting relaxation 

time being given hy r, = r 1• A simple graphical extrapolation technique, on the othc.r hand, 

has been adopted here to get the values of x. andy at wj ~ 0, as illustrated graphically in 

Figures 2 and 3 respectively. This is really in accord with Bergmann's cqs. (2) and (3) when 

the once estimated r 1 and r2 from eq. (8) arc substituted in the right hand sides of the above 

eqs. (2) and (3 ). 

:'-1 
'r, 

-~~ "' '5' 
"" 

"' 

I 

0·4...-----1 
! 

Q.J \ 

l 

v 

ooe 

o.oL----o.J..·-1 ----o:'-::z----:::o.-:;J-----;:;o-:.4 o.oo 

- WEIGHT FRACTION tWj) 

Figure 3. Variation of eijf<r.u;j- e_ij) against weight fraction "'j for munn:~kuhols at 

different uhfeh:ctric field. 

System I( a) -'----0-0- for l-1\utanol at 24.:1:\ Gll1 .. 

I( h) - 6. (\ ·-·· ft>r l·llutanul at 9.2:'i <ill/ 

I (c) ----{ j---; 1-- for 1-Butarllll at 3.00 Gill.. 

System II Ia) --~-~- for 1-llcxanol at 24.33 Gill .. 

II (b) -- -- -- for 1-lh:xanol at 9.2:'i (ill/ 

II (C) -·-·-- fm 1-llcxanol 011 3.00 (ill! 

System Ill (a) -·-·- for 1-Heptanol at 24.33 Gll1. 

Ill (b) --.6.--4-- for 1-Hcptanol at 9.25 Gll1. 

llf(c) ----·-- for I· flcptanol at 3.00 Gilt .. 

System IV (a) -<1-<1-- for 1-l>ccanol at 24.3:\ (i Ill.. 

IV (b) --++--- for 1-Dccanol at 9.25 Gilt .. 

IV (c) -e-e- fur 1- Decanol at 3.00 Gilt .. 

System v --x--x-- for !-Ethanol at 9.84 GHz. 
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... iRure 4. Straight line plms or K;1 against "'i UIH.lcr difTcrcnt u/1/ clcclnc lll'ld al :!'i" f" 

System I (a) -0-0-- fnr !-Butanol Ul :!<Ul (illt 

I lhl , ... feu 1-llutanol :1! 'I 2~ ( iflt 

. I (C) ---i l-~--1 ,_ -· for 1-llulanol at .liN I Ciflt 

System II Ia) ·-X---X--- fw· 1-llcxanol at 2-l.J.' Oflt 

II (b) -4-!- f(,r 1-Hcxanol at 1!.:!~ (jilt 

II (L') ·----· leu 1-llnanol al ltHIC illt 

System Ill (al --()-()- ror 1-lleptanol :u 24 .. U ci·ll, 

Ill lhl -6-6---- l"or I -llcrtanol at <J.:!~ Cillt 

Ill (c) --·--·-- l"or I -I kptanol at .'.lXI Cillt 

Sy,lclll IV (U) ... ......... lor 1-lkc·anolal:!·ll.ldllt 

IV thl ----·--·--- ror 1-lkcanol at '1.2) (ill/ 

IV (cl 
__ , __ , __ 

fill' 1-lkL:IIIIII at I I ~l Gilt 

Sptcm v ----4-4--- lor Ethanol ai'J X-1 Cill1 

Sy'tL'IH VI Q-- -Q lor !\klh:uo"l :11 11 X-1 C ill! 

The dipole moments p1 and /1} of polur ~olulcs in lcrtm of r 1 and r: "' <~hlatliL'd l'rotll 

the douhlc rcLu-.ation·mcthod and -..lope f3 or the concentration variation nl ilw '''l'c'i'lll1cnlal· 
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uhf conductivity Kij arc then estimated. The uhf conductivity K;1 is. however. given by 

Murphy and Morgan [ 19] as 

K .. = .!!!.._ (e 1~ 2 + £
1
? )1/2 • 

1) 41t" 1) 1 
(II) 

which is a function of wi of polar solute. Although E~ < E~ in the uhf electric field, still 

the term Eij offers resistance to polarisation. Thus, the real part Kij of the uhf conductivity 

of a polar-nonpolar liquid mixture at T°K can be written according to Smyth [20] as: 

( 12) 

Differentiating the above cq. (12) with respect to wj and for 11'1 --+ 0, the cq. (12) 

reduces to 

(13) 

where, Mi is the molecular weight of a polar solute, N is the Avogadro's number, k is the 

Boltzman's constant, the local field F;j = ~ (E;j + 2)2 becomes F; = ~ '(c1 + 2)
2 

and the density 

Pii--+ p; the_ dens_ity of solvent at wj--+ 0. 

Again, the tota\ uhf conductivity K;j = 
-ro ..... . 

I b • - cij can now c wntten as: 
41t" 

or, ( dK~) (dKij) 
--

11 = cor --
dw · tlw 

1 w __,o 1 w .... o 
J J 

(14) 

where {J is the slope of K;i - w 1 curve at infinite dilution, From cqs. ( 13) and (14) we 

thus get 

( 
3M . k T {J )

112 

Jl . = ---'1~--
1 N P; F; cob 

(15) 

in order to obtain the dipole moment in terms of h, where h is a -diml·n~iorilcss par:tinctcr 

given hy 

h = I + co2-r2. (16) 

The computed Jlt• 112 and J1o together with /J~o b2 and b0 and {3's of K11 - 11 1 equations for all 

the alcohols are given in Table 3. 
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3. Results and discussions 

The least-square-fitted straight line equations of (f:0ii - t:;J l/<<, -- f,.,,1 ) against 

e;; /Ce;i - E .. ;i) for different weight fractions W/s of !-butanol. 1-hexanol. 1-hcptanol and 

1-decanol inn-heptane under alternating electric field of 24.33, 9.25 and J.OO GH1 at zsuc 
are shown in Figure 1, together with the experimental points on them. Thl.' straight line 

equations of methanol and ethanol in benzene at 9.84 GHz arc: 

eij " Eoij - E;i = 198.2809 + 5.4003 
eij ' - e""ii f.;j - f."";; 

Eo;i 
, < - E;j 

and = 288.7386 - 4.5211 rcspl'C:t i' L'l y. 
eij ' - E..,;j E;j- Eooij 

The experimental data of (Eo;j - eij )j(eij_ - e0 ij) for methanol and ethanol arc so high 

that they can not be plotted in Figure I. In absem:e of reliable valul.'s of r 0 ,
1 

and 1'. •. ,
1 

for 

methanol. it is not possible to show the applicability of simple mix in~ rule in dctl'rmining 

relaxation data for this system. But the method has been applied to ethanol and it is found 

that the r value is 3207.57 p Sec which is in good agreement with the ml.'asurcd data as 

presented in Table I. The weight fractions w/s of the respective solutes have been obtained 

from mole fractions X; and xi of the solvent and solute of molecular weights t ... t, and M1 

respectively by a relation [21] 

x.M. 
w. = -"'~~'--

) x;M; + xiMi 
( 17) 

The linearity of all the straight lines, as illustrated in Figure I; is. ho\\L'\·cr. tL·~h:tl hy 

evaluating thelt correlatiOn coefficient r. They -arc foun<Ti·;; li·~-~i-thi~ the rang I.' 1 ,,. (J.IJ6.1X to 

0.6195 as shown in Table 1. The corresponding percentage of errors in the filling tcdmiquc. 

can be had from the correlation coefficients. They arc all shown in the 5-th and the 6-th 

columns of Table I respectively. The errors. arc. however, large in magnitudes in the hi' 

electric field of24.33 GHz. for 1-hex.anol, 1-hcptanol and 1-decanol respectively. probably 

due to unavoidable uncertainty in measurements of relaxation parameter~ for ~uch higher 

frequency. · 

t 2 and ft for each alcohol are estimated from the slope and the intercept Df straight 

line eq. (8) and arc placed in the 7-th and the 8-th columns of Table I respectively. All the 

monoalcohols show 't'2 and r 1 at all the fr\!qucncies with an exception for methanol which 

exhibits the monorelaxation behaviour [ 121. 

The monorclaxalion hehaviour 1121 can easily hc evaluated on til<.: h;,,i~ ul thc 

relaxation parameters hy putting r 1 = 0 in' cqs. (2} and 0). The rcs~Jitin).!· ·l'quation 

hccomes: 

(IX) 

·'· 

' ~f 
·:.:· 
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r2 for methanol is found to he 525.4.3 p Sec in approximate agreement with r2 as obtained 

by double relaxation method (Table I). •2's and r1's as obtained from the double relaxation 

method are then compared with the most probable relaxation time r0 where •o = ~ 
and the-measured relaxation time t','s from·tni!·stope of the given relation : 

Kij = K,..;i + ro~ Kij, 
.f 

,' (19) 

where K..,ii is the constant conductivity at infinite dilution. Both fo and r, arc shown in the 

10-th and the 9-th columns of Table 1, respectively. t'2 and r 1 for the double relaxation 

processes show low values at 24.33 Gl.\:1. and increase gradually at the lower frequencies of 

METHANOL 

H 

Hl~c~l~O-~~~~--l 105~ •• \ 

ETHANOL 
H H H 

",~l ~r ____ .. _! ~o-~??? ... 
~ ~ l 105 .. '•.\ 

H H H 
H. 

LDNG CHAIN ALCOHOLS 

c I 6? D 

I' D£LA"'0L 

= 0 950 

Figure 5. Conformational structures of methanol, ethanol aruJ dccanol. 

9.25 and 3.00 GHz respectively. This is explained on the basis of th~: fact that at higher 

frequency, the rate of hydrogen bond rupture in long chain alcohols may he maximum to 

reduce t' for each rotating unit. Thi's sort of behaviour is also obscrvcc.l in the cstimutcd r, 

and tO respectively. Although, the mea:;ured r, and t'o arc smaller in magnitudes, r1 agrees 

excellently with 't'.f (Table I). This is perhaps due to the ract tlwt the hf conduciivity 

measurement always yields the average microscopic relaxation time whereas the double 

relaxation phenomena offers a better understanding of microscopic a~ well as macroscopic 

molecular relaxation times. 

.. · ,, 

.:;-

··. ,. 

I 

/ 



Do11hle relw.:atiotr of stmiglll clwi11 ulcohols etc JJ 

The relative contrihutions c 1 undc 2 towards dielectric relaxations for each alcohol 

have heen cvaluateti from Bergmann's cqs. (2) and (3) for fixed values of r 1 and r 2 as 

predicted hy eq. (ll}, with the.estimuted X andy from graphical tcd111iquc as Well as from 

Frohlkh 's eqs. (Y) and ( 1 0) respectively. c 1 and c2 thus obtained by Friihlich' s lllcthod arc 

placed in the 6-th and 7-th columns of T<;tblc 2. In the 10-th and the 11-th columns of the 

same Table 2 are shown c 1 and c2 values with the fixed values of x andy at infinite dilutions 

nf Figures 2 and J. The variations of x andy with wi arc concave and convex in nature as 

illustrated graphkally in Figures 2 and 3 in accordance with Bergmann's eq)o. (2) and (3) 

respectively. Ethanol is an exception whose y value changes in a similar way as x. This 

anomaly is perhaps due to nonavailability of the accurate fo;j and f~,, [II[, anLI it thereby 

yields abnormally high r value like methanol, although the latter one exhihits 

monorelaxation behaviours as shown in Table I. However, the estimated value of r 2 is 

greater than c 1 for each alcohol, 'under investigation, in Frohlich's method. while the 

reverse is true for the graphical method. Eventually, c2 is ·-ve for most of the cases except 

1-hexanol at 24.33 GHz and ethanol at 9.84 GHz respectively in the latter case. This ·-vc 

value of c2 is due to inertia of the flexible part [ 10]. This type of behaviour may be 

explained on the basis of the fact that the Iauer one ascertains the nature of the llexible part 

in comparison to Frohlich's method. It is also interesting to note th.at unlike Frohlich's 

method, the latter method yields c 1 + c2 < I except for 1-dccanol at 24.33 GHz where 

c 1 + c2 < 0. although I c 1 + c2 I> I signifying more than two relaxation processes may be 

possible in them [14]. 

The dipole moments p 1 and p 2 of all the alcohols, as enlisted in Table 3. were 

estimated in terms of dimensionless parameters b1 and b2 and slopes {3 of Ku versus wi 

equations by using eq. ( 15). The linear variation of uhf conductivities K;1 of all the alcohols 

as a function of w /s are shown in Figure 4. The correlation coefficient r and the 

corresponding percentage of error in the estimation of the slope {3 and hence all the p's 

toget~er with b's are shown in Table 3. From Table 3, J.lz's arc, however, found to be large 

at 24.33 GHz while in comparatively lower frequencies like 9.25 and 3.QO GHz. they arc 

gradually smaller for each polar alcohol under our investigation. But p 1 's, on the other 

hand, show the opposite trend. It is also interesting to note that the values of p 2' s for all the 

alcohols decrease with the increase of C-atoms in them. This type of behaviour may be 

explained by the fact that the long chain ·polymer type molecules having a large number of 

carbon atoms, in a nonpolar solvent, tend to break up in the hf electric field in order to 

reduce or even eliminate the absorption attributable to them. The proptHlt,Jil of smaller 

molecular species, on the other hand, have comparatively smaller number of C-atoms and 

the corresponding absorption will increase [ 14]. This is also confirmed by the fotl~l that as T 

decreases with increasing w, the term o:Jil is higher and therefore, eq. ( 16) yields smaller b 

values to increase J.L' s ac·cording to eq. ( 15). 
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J.1 1, 111 and ~0 arc finally compared with J..lthco for the orientational polarisation of all 

the associated liquids containing a large number of dipolar groups like H 34C, Ct--0 and 

Ot-H when their individual monomeric moments arc added vectorially as shown in 

Figure 5. J.ltheo may also be inferred from Friihlich'~ equation having correlation factor 

which bears structural information for such liquids. But to a fair approximation, the 

structural conformation of such liquids, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 5 and placed 

in Table 3, from the bond moments of Hr~C. Ct--0 and Ot-H and the bond angle of I 05° 

made by -OH groups with the main bond axis, have the niajor contributions in· yielding 

the theoretical dipole moment, J..L1heo· All theJ.l's arc displayed in Table 3 with those of J.1 1, 

where J.1 1 = J.1 2(.s_)''2 , assuming the two relaxation processes are equally probable. 
c2 . 

These J.ll 's arc slightly larger in magnitudes in. comparison to J..ltheo• J.1 1 and .UO which are in 

close agreement among themselves. 

4. Conclusion 

The methodology so far advanced for double and single broad dispersions of the polar

nonpolar liquid mixtures seems to be much simpler, straightforward and significant one to 

detect the existence of double and monore\axation behaviours of polar liquids in nonpolar 

solvents. The correlation coefficients between the desired parameters as given in eqs. (8) 

and (18) could, however, be estimated to find out the percentage of errors entered in the 

dielectric relaxation data, to yield -r1 and 12 of the polar liquids, because the relaxation times 

-r's are claimed to be accurate within ± 10%. The monohydric alcohols so far studied 

always yield, both -r1 and 12 at all frequencies of the electric field. The corresponding dipole 

moments J.1 1 and J.12 can then be estimated from eq. (15) in terms of b 1 andb2 (which are, 

however, related to 1'1 and -r2 as estimated) to arrive at their conformations as shown in 

Figure 5. 
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Appendix 

List of nomendaturt' used: 

r,', = l':, 

w = 27if 

K' K" 
1/' ii 

K • K' 'K" 
If = ri + J iJ 

K .... ,, 

!Jt 

708 (1)-6 

rt.:al and imaginary parts or tht.: l:omplex dieb:lri~: conslanl t:,', of u 

solution. 

where j = ...r:f is a wmplex numhcr, 

static and optical dielectric constants of the solution, 

angular frequency of the applied elel:lric field. f being the 

frequency in Hertz, 

real and imaginary parts of the complex clt.:ctriL·;tl conductivity K,: 
of a solution, 

where j = ...r:f is a complex number. 

l:onstalll condul:tivity of lht.: solution al 11' 1 .. , IJ. 

dipolt.: moment of lhej-lh type of solute. 

rt.:laxalion lime of the solutt.:, 

relaxation times of the tlcxihle part and thl! whuk lllokl:ulc. 
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most probable relaxation time of the solute, 

the Frohlich parameter, 

weight fraction of the solut~; 

relative contributions due to 1'1 and ~respectively, 

molecular weight of the j-th type of solute, 

slope of the Kij- wj curve. 
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The double rcluxarion lx:haviour or some isomeric ncryl ulcuhnl' in n·h~pranc at ~~·c umlcr rhc 
~J:I~Irir;_f!_e~ ,W:\J.\!.eJlCi~s of 24.33, Y.25 and 3.00 OH~ is studied to l\et th~ relaxation time> r 1 ·anu r: 
>::::;:::~/ for their flcx1ble parts~ whole molecules by· a method of sinsl: rreiJUI"ncy measurementsOT'uiclecfric 

relaxation pnrameten. The isomers a~e long, stmight chnin, hydrugcn b~>ndcd, polymer type mnkcuk~ 
having methyl am.l hydroAyl sroups anachcd tu their C·ntoms whidt 111;1) hcnd! twist or rut at,· uu,·11wll) . ..,. ~ 
under II/ electric field euch with n charucteristic r. The relative cr•tllnhullony <' 1 and c: '""·""' doyl····· (],.1 , 
tric relaxations d>Jc to r 1 and r: arc abo cstinmtc.J hy u•in& l"riihlir·h~ c•111allon• aml the l''ll'11i~:ol'lcdo· '/. ) f>L, P, .,;,t · 
niquc. The uipolc moments J' I anu I': in terms of r, nnd r: of llc~il•k p.ortunu the \\ 111-;J,. llhlki'Ulc~·,;.s r· .. M. J..'' 
are again found OUt fr~lm ~lope fJ o{ the total /&j'~onrJUctivit)' f', 1 liS II hlll~ti~n "f _w.:\glll fr01~tintl\ '"o'' r-' '' ~ 
of th.: wlutc indicating I' 1 for th~ rotation or th~ir -Oil gruup• uloout.~jSibonus onl)'. 1• 1 ~nu I', ar~ • ':I~C -0:. 
ftnall CO~parcd with the theoretic~! dipole mulllC,!lt~ /.'.r~N ari>OOI! OUt of the., strUCtU~' with huno.l• o; . ' · • , f 

%'( >angle~ and liundjmomcnts of their •ubstill~iit i;roups to establish tl11• <'nnfornmtions of rhc>c ;,.,,ncr• 0 if~ • (, •~ 
~arc justificu like nor~1al alcohols obserwLl earlier. 
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I l.\9 

1.76 

M1• llU am - b) 9.25 1.08 

.•. .. f. . . (c) 3.00 
. ,p(, T~ 

2.69 
3.00 
2.R9' 

'·. I 

IL 
-f~ 

Fie. 1-Piol or ''"'1- rjl)/(r;,- '••I) •antnu ·~/(c:, -l.,,ln, .. - ................. ,, altrlwlll ............ UT c-.... ,."' I Ia\ I"'" I,,,, .. : .... hi "'f'l' ..... ,. u. •u .. ).tiD J I 
J Wl:i'- (0, A, a~ Curve• or II (a), II (I>). II (c) for J·mclilYI·3·h\1'101lUi II 24.33, 9.ZS and 3.00 OHz le, "'· .,. Curv~· ol \II (a), Ill (b), Ill (e) I 

14.( ~t 4·m••r,3·hcptanol II Z4.3.l., 9.25 •nu J.OU GHz !Q. 10 L;J). Curn• ol l\1a), IV (b). IV (c) ror S-mcthyl-3-hcpl&nol II 24.33, 9.Z~. ~.eJL-; ~ I 
OHz _tf, '. ~~ Curvca ol /a), V (b), V (c) Coo 4-oc\JI~ul a1 ~4.33, ~-H lllld 3.00 OHz (0, V, ~ur-..cs ofV[ (aJ, VI (b), VI (c)lor 2_~ _;I{ ' 
r. I . ,-,·Jr. .. ·J) lanol ·'' .4.33, 1.25 and 3.00 OHz <tl 'f 0 ~ • I 1.... _r-;;;P'' - ' • -.¥--1--trr ·~i •i.o!J.IJ'£~7 t / /' ( · '"'"'r....r~· W:.~ ,......, "~ -~): 

-ri&.'l-Piol o~~~·i ••J\ngam•t ,.c<ghy'{;:c&i6n w, of some 11omcric octyl alcohol• in n·hcpta.nc 01 2S'C. Curves oil (o). I (b), I lei 
lor l·mcthyl·3·1icp\ano 11 ~4.33, 9.2S nnd 3.00 Gllz. (0, ,1)'1 0). Curvu or II (a), U (b), U (c) for 3·mcth,rl·3·hwtanol at 24.33, 9.2S a.nd · 
3.00 OHz (e, o1o, D~ Curvn ollll (al. Ill (h), Ill 'd for 4-M:Irl~~-hcptanol ot 24.33. 9.25 and 3.00 GHz (q. ~, ). Curve• or l\1o), IV (b). 
IV (cl fur 5·mcthyl·l~h.!l'llnolj_l 20.1, ~ 2\. IIIII <OIIz (;. 4. ). Curves ol V (o), V (b), V (c) for 4-octanoi at ~~J.,_?.2S,"!'~3.00,0Hz 

. g V, ftl· ~IV"'."! VI ••!. VI (b), VI rc) "! 2·~a_!)ol. 24.33 2S and 3.00 OHz (f) 1'f, . ., • 

-o; .1 ~ ~'f'L·U(U-_ . ------.-- ->:-" 
rig. 3-l'lot ol ·~·'''"'·-·~·,) oanlnol WC<ghl lracnon~too or IUIIIC '"""eriC OCI)' !Canas m·n·hcplane ai2S c. Curves otl (o).llh),l{c) lor 
2·mcthyl·l·hepttnol ot 24.33, 9.2S anu 3.00 Gli1 1rt 'P, 0). Curv•·• or II (a), II (b), II (c) for 3-mctbyi.J-hcp&anol at 24.33, 9.2S and 3.00 
GHz (e. o1o, •l· Curves ol \II (n), Ill (b). Ill (c) [uo 4: ?li•ylJ·h<plnnul al 24.33, 9.25 ond 3.00 Gllz tq. ~· QJ. Curve- of 1\1o), 1'-: (h), IV (cl 
lor ~·mcthyl·3·hcptannl 01 24.33, ~.25. J.UU Gllz ''· t· lfl. C'urv., oof V (a), V (b), V (c) for 4·uclanul 01 24.3.1~ ond 3.ill Gllz@ ". 91: Cu.;c• of VI {aj, Vllhi, I(<) lu1 h>\:lnnul al 24.33, 9.25 anu 3.UU Gliz @l 'f, ~--, I 
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1 lntroduclion c:y dc:p,·nd..:ncc. uf duuhlc rc~axati~ut hdt:wiuur. ~·I' ~ 
The dielectric rclax:ation of :1 polar·IHIItpolar li· four lung ch:un nn~It;~l _ahph;~u.: ulcuhu~s . ~~~I!. : r: 

quid mixture is n very conv_.mh:nt and usdul tool l·hutannl, l·hcxanol, hlo:~·:Iniil m'\nlvcnt n·hc(l• . ~~ 
in Bscertaining the shape, SIZe and structure t•f a tan,•'" including me lmn11l and ethanol at \I,K.$ "f:: 
polar molecule'. Tho: process i~ generally i_nvulvcd Gilt. in h,·nzcnc'"'l at 2S'C wa' alrc:uly mmlo:L'.),-. :~ 
whh the estimation of tlipoll! moment II Ill terms All Ihc ;ok,lhuls 'howell T 1 0111d T: lll illl fn:l(UCII• I • 

of the rclmmtion time r for a polar molecule in ;1 cic' ul' Iho: clcctri.: l'idd o:xccpl mo:thunul which is ~ 
non•polar solvent under different hi~:h frctllll!llC:)' n •int('llo: 11111lcctalo: llll''"'css the c~pcctc'l r: •1111)'· 
(/If) clcctric field or Gi~:a herl~ (GHz) a:angll at " 'I Ia,· nw1hod'' "'"' applio:d 1111 six i'11n11:ril.: ~~~tyl 
flxe11 ur diff.:n:m hlmp.:n\\urc. fhcr..: •'Xhl s.:vcm\ ;~h:11h11h like 2·mcthyi<Hwplll1111l, :l·mo:lh)·l·-'· 
methoJsl 10 .estimate r uJ a polar liquid in a non· hcpaanol. ·1-mcthyi-J-hcplanu\, !i-n\l:thyl·3·hcpta· . 
·p~ll;u sol~~ni. ·Tiicy offer ll th:cp insigl\1 into the nul, 4-o~·tannl and :!·11~'10111111 ill 24.33, 9.25 und 
intrinsic properties of a polar molecule hecaus.: nf 3.00 GHz o:lcclric fielus, ~~~ rc(lnrtcl.l it!n :rubl~s 1·\ I 
the absence of uipole·l.lipole interactions in polar· respectively, because of the uvuilllbilil ) r',,. r·:,. ) 
nonpolar liquid mixtures. . 11 1 c,.,1 and c .,,1 mca~ured by Crossle e1 11/.14 in ('.,Cn., 

Highly non-spherical polar molt:cu~es, on thQ c.ullb .. -!.;,1-) n·hcptan~ at 25"C. The straight line c u!'tions be· aJb..v" 
other hand, posse.~s m<1n: th:m one T m the elec·\ ,f\'-':1 t twc~·n (1' -c' )l(r' -r ) and~;,- .,, fur ull "'·L.-· 

· r ···rr • ) .... " ., ...... tric fio:ld ur OH_z rang.: fnr the rotallons o ul er· the octyl ulcohols m diffcrent w
1 

c mcar lis 

cnt substituent groups attached to the parent · shnll'n in Fig. I nnl)' to o:stuhlish the :~pplicahilit)' 
molecule aml the whole molecule itself. 13udo-', f"( • f·.·11h nl llcbyo: mmlcl in Mlch isnmo:ric ;tlcohols liko: 
however, pruposcd lhnl complex dielectric con· ,_ _./ nmmal a\coholsLl 1111\:C lljlllill. Mon:over, all the 
slant c• of a polar liquid may bc ro:presc:ntcd iiS lnn~t chain octyl :aknhols :111: st~uctuml ismncrs 
the sum of a numhcr or non-interacting Dehye with the molccul:ar fn11nul:u: C'.II,.O h:l\'ing !IICll· 
type dispersions each wit~ n_;:haracteristic~ t .;rh.: "'tJ{ 1o:r nurnbcr of C·illum~ 111 their Mructurc~. The) 
method was th.:n made sfmpler by Bergmann et 11rc, thcrdure, .:xpcctcu 111 1111sscss twu rela.,:~tlnn 
u/.4 by assuming that the dielectric relaxa!ion is the processes at audio anu radiu frcl{ucnch:s of ~:Icc· 
sum of two Dcbyc type dispersions chan~cterised tric lield at low tcmpemtun: in pun: slate14• 

, by the intramolecular and molecular _r, and t1. re· 1 The paper present~ the fro:ttuency uepentll!ncc).. : 
' spcctively. The corresponding_ relauve. contnbu· '--i: • 1 ilc. uf 1 1 nnd_r: at all frl!ll#l!ncic~ ur 24.33, 9.25 :md 7 

tions c1 and c: towards dielectnc rclax~uons coul_d ,..k · · 3.0!1 Gl-lz electric ficl•l fur ull the uctyl ah:uhuls 
1,.,/'tlcri~. estimated: They us~~-~ -~raphacalanal~~ls )1:-rl/hlofl~.:, . like mmnal alc~uiULiu, Tl1~· rn~."~u~c'l ~-.rrm!' ;:_·,: 
7 which consists of o m nonnllllS~s=or 'IV::.~. :c. 2) th_y hl~e of the uw:u ettuutiun~ifl!fOf mm~wl> "i 

(t' -e.)/(e_0 - c.,) a mnst e"/(cu- t -~ on. a. c~n~· ~~ K.'' n;ity f~ E • 1\' 1~art~ l,!~.}r~fiiiull CIIIIIJllcx .'rJ.L. .. ) 
plex plane m terms of the. mc~surcd real c, 1mag1· \ ul !J lrf cunuucll\'1 y ., :u1 the nl'i•M prubableri:l:txn· I"P. · 
nary tH paru of C\ stauc. d1electr\c constant Cu . J_)iun time r,. I' rom r 11 • J'i7'f7 nrc plncetl In Tnhlc , 'rai&L 
and high frequency d1elcctnc constant c., or a p~· . 1 'I IUI\ethcr withlhc c~lim:111:d r 1 und·r1 in order"' 

q\ Jar liquid. for diffcrclll frequ~n~ uf t,he, clc~tr~C .• CUIJ.~~, _ .s~c their ~r~·nd/ wi:.h frctiiiCI.ICY u( lhc a(lJllieu elo:c• • 1. 
~ field. A numb.:r of chords we~~ h!t1'. llr.1wn ) "'/·!: o: r: \ tn~ lidd. fhc relnuvc cnntnhutinns r

1 
nylr ": tuw· 'h,. 

· ... through the points on the curvc_~!,lltiTJ.!!..~.cl uf par·,·.; ',,nt ii, mds dicle<;llic rdaxmiuns i~!}\\S t\f in~!l19t1:c\,\· . _

7
-

: -ctCri was{(o~ out in consashmcy w1th all the ~ ~ lar 1 ,•laxatiun time r 1 a~d mulccuf!ir relu:o.:niun Jtlf 
• pcnmenlal. pomts. Bhauacharyya et a/.

1 
subse· 'c/L ••. -. time rl arc then c~timutc.:u_{u()~i.g~ 2 nml 3/crhe . 

quently modified the above pro~cdurc to get r.l• · -.t' c,,, cstil\lat.:u ~-, anc.l cl arc pl01c.:~1 I able 2. ~~-~ 
!'1 and c,, 'ltdif[ercnl rrequen':'_I!S of the clcctnc The dipole momcrlls II I nnu II: due to nc)(iblo: • t~ ·•y fie!a1. ~/(J.,.o"nL ~ ... ·o) pa11' as well as thc whole mqlccul.:s in terms nf . · ~ 1 

A procedure wa~ <fevi.~eu~ to get. r, and. T1 the cstim:itcu r 1 and r: :md lhe slupcs {J uf tho: · ~/ 
from the slope. and tnterc~pt or a ~enved stra•ght lin,·ur variation ol' /if conductivity 1\,

1 
wilh w

1 
arc ,.':i., · 

. line equation mvolvcd_ wnh. the Sl~gl_e frequency 1 shuwn in Table :;, The slopes p and the int~:rccpts ;~ ·"'. 
t~'in"Ct>urements of the thclectnc re\fx?tlon parn~e- ·'-J u ol the Ia ncar variation of K 

11 
with w

1
, us pl:~c.:l.l -4 S' 

ters like c.,.1, c.,q. c\1 and c'i1 for. d~fferclll we1ght in Table 3, u\ each frequency fur all thc.lsomo:rs in 
fractions w, 's of a polar solute (J) m a non·p_olar n·hcptanc arc alnwM tho: snme pruhllhly uue tu 
solvent (i) at a given temperature. The tcchmque thcia sam.: polarity"'. This fact i~ nlso suppurtl.'u i c. 
had already been applied on disubstitutcd ben· h)' their conform:lliUih as ~hiiWII in Fi~. 4. It w:h, I r .. 
zencs and anilines6 at 9.945 GHz electric field as thcJdurc, very difticuh to pint 1\,

1 
;1g:1insl w

1
. The .._. 

·-well as mono-substituted anilincs7 at 22.06, 3.1!6, computed l•l's for mmt or the isomeric :alcuhul~ \0:: 
2.02 GHz electric fields respecti..-dy. All th.:se in· ,huw "lar~,·r values at 2-'.3.1 Gllz :mu gmdu:JIIy 
vestigations reveal that they often. showed the dou· r+ fj ]f \l,·cr,·ase! with lower Jrctjucncics unlike }I 

1
• In 11r· 

ble relaxation behaviour at cenmn frequency of ly · 1kr "' cum pare 11: and 1• 1 ll'ith thc11rctical lliJIIII.: 
electric field. . . nulmcnt' ,, ........ a 'l'.:l'i:•l all,·nti"n i, tu he Jlllill '!11 

The nliphlllic alculmls arc lun~ straa!!hl ch:~n\, lh•· \'unhumatiunal '''"cluJ c 111' ,·ad• i"llll\'1 ~"•:!!JJJ_l 
hydrogen .bonded polymer l)'pc 1~olcculcs h;w~ng the a\·ailaht..: bond ;m~\o.:~ :m\l hnnd llllllllCntt'fh..:y / ~. 
possibility of their bending, twisnng anu r~ll~llllll :u e ,hnll'n in fig. 4. U'i"!l th~: usu:al ('- C homl 
under lrf electric field each with n clmmctcnsllc T. nu•menl uf ll.U\1 D fnun m~th;uwl and o:th;mul 1' 
besides the average macroscopic distribution .orr. ,11 11.,.,. for (•1\11' m~lh~i '"'"litul..:'l uctanuls m~ 
The :~lcohols have high dipole moment~ owing In n·i (. found tn '"""' sli!!hll\· Iarl!~r \'illuo:s (sec Fi!!. 4 ;utd 
1~1cir ~1rong in~crmnlc7ular fo~~cs ~xo:~ll'<.l ~'Y lhc_m ...., T:1hl.·_ .~. 1 11/n 1-il,·pianol•' ..:x~.:cpt the desired ""' 
hkc polymers 111 soluuon. Ons.1scr s equ.llaon 111.1~ lm·, lm ~-{•..:tanul an.! .\.,.,·tanol perhaps due '" 
he a bcller choice for such as~nciativc liquids, hut hond m • .,n,·nh ,.[C-CI I. and -0-11 g.rn111" in --,-
il ·i~ nnl so simple like D~hy/s cq~alion .he~m~sct .. e; th,·i• ,lru.aurc,._Th,· .-.okubt,·d \'aluojuf)/ 1 frum / ::it 
of the pre,I!I\CC ur \IUoiUfOIIIC term r ·•: Th.:: r~laxa· ,,, ~ ·" :' •·. ··: \ . :t,\11111111~ l\\11 ,,•laxallllll I''" 
lion behaviour of aliph;uic ;1lcohub '' \'cry u_nc~- """''' arc "I''""' l'"'!•ahh-. ,,,. "'"' ph1~.:d in 1iw 
csting. because they ~how more lh:on awn r s Ill '"'' "'""'"' of Tab!.· .1 "''" all tho: c'lina;ucd ,,·, 
pure st:llc. hut for a polar-nonpolar li1;11i<l mixtm,· f111 1-, 11111'"''"'"· 
lif process becomes incrc:"insly unpo.tanl 1111 dt· 
lution"''· An cxtcn'i"c 'Judy to dckcl ::., ft.:qucn· 
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~ H•••ull• 111111 llh•·u.-iuu 

'l"h~ 1~<~>1 ~•lllill'~ rill~l! >lr":oigllt Tlil~-~~~i-,ill~lll> ul 
(tu,;- t;;)l(t;1- £.,,,} uguin>t c';/(t',,- t·~,,J for ~ix 
isomeric octyl alcohol~ lik~ 2·metilyl·3·hcpt;uwl, 
3·methyl·3·hcpttmol, 4·mcthyl·3·hcptanol. 5-m~· 

'8{-- thyltLJ·heptnnol, 4·octnnol and 2-octanol in sol· 
;,·-ven n·hcptnnc: ot 2s•c" under 24.33, !J.25 and 

"3\ · 3.00 GHz el~ctric field at diffcn:nt w; 's of polar 
solutes arc shown in Fig. I together with the ex· 
perimcntal points on them. w 1's arc:, however, cui· 
culatcd from the mule fractions x, und x, of sol· 
vent and solute wi!h mol~cular weights M, and M; 
respectively according to the relation•~: 

w =-.::.X•L::'\::,1_ 
' .t, ,\1, + x, :111 

All the straight line cquatiom ;ore ;~!must per
fectly linear as evid''}O(frum the cmrc!ation cucffi· 
cicnts r lying in 1h'c runge O.'JlJS5·0.5Mi4. The 
corresponding % of errors in t.:rms of r in gelling 
the slopes and intl'rccpts of all the ~tn1ight lines 
arc piJccd in th.: 6th mH.I Slh columns of Tab!.: I. 
The errors :1rc, hm' .:vcr, h1rge ul 24.33 Gllz indi
cating departur~ from the linear. behaviour as evi
dent from low values of r perhaps due to inherent 
uncertain! in measured ·data for such higher frc-

•> ~( ::..(§,thl .. 1 cnu on 1 res c '"'< 
•·:u ,.,;:;,The estm a e vo e r 2 an_ r 1 or 
. ~somcric octyl alcohols from the slopes and the in-

tercepts of >ll'ilight line CljU:llions arc ilf snmlkr 
rnagnitude Dt 24.33 GHz und increase grmluull)· tu 

~=·attain maximum value at 3.0U <..iH.z under the 
· present investigation. This may be dlt·c:· to the: fact 

that at higher frequency the rate or hy<Jrogen hond 
rupture in long chain alcohols is the nmximum 
thereby reducing r for each rotating unit 13 • r 1 and 
r 1 are then compared with the measu-red r, from 
the relation: 

K" ~ K +-1- '" ., •ICQ n,, 
WT, 

and T11 where r0 ~[T~. As evident trunt 't;ol>lc 
I alllaough r 0 > r 1; r, agrees well with r 1 for most 

CJrl £the solutes except slight disagreement at 3.00 
"1 GHzfor4:niethyl~-heptanol, 5-mcthyi·J·hcpta

nol, 4-octanol and 2-ocumol. This is explained on 

,' 

the basis or the fact that conductivity mcasurem~nt 
m:1y be applicable in higher frequency ·jn yielding 
microscopic r only wherc:.s the double relaxation 
method offers a better understanding of nwlcculnr 
relaxation phenomena showing microscopic as 

--~~~-~- !l'l_i!~!_O~~.opic r ,us observed earlier'-'. Un· 
j ~ like normal aliphftk ;alcohols, - 011 ~roups an: 

screened by the substituted - Cll, ~rou jl, · hru;od 
dispersion characterised by relatively ,hort relaxa
tion times were thus observed'"· 'll11.: ,,.,pcclive 
po~itions of - CH, and -011 groups abo grc;otly 
affcclthc .s.tatic.diclectric cunslant, <'l>rrclation f;oc· 
lor, lh.:ir tCIJlpcralur~ dependem:c .oml type of h)· 
drugcn hunding inlhcm. 

The ·relative cnntrihutinlh ,. , :,Jld <' .' tow~rd' 

d•o.:k.:lloc rdax<lihJII' ;ore also estimated in terms ul 
·1·,;- • .,,Ji(r,.,,-, ~,,), r';,l(r,,,-c~,,} with the,., . 

,_,:j lrnaat,·d; r,, r) "' shown in Table 2 by Fruhli.:h 
;ond 1:r:ophical method,. X~ (c;,- C .,,1)/(c,,1 - r • ,,; r· .... ~~· 
.rnd y~ r';,l(r ... , .. 1 •• ,,J w,·rc, however, evaluat<'d ~ 
lr ""' lo i ol di.-lt' ·• I 'I' 1 'I I •II II I ( Ill) ill till' lit \I , o1·.·· 
~.~H.' 1~11,\1 \,1flillll1ll\ 111 lt·: 1-f._ 11}/\tm1-f,., 11 ) "'"' ,_, 

rn. 1 ·~ J ·/''!\- f .,11 \\Ill w, oil I! Cllllt:il\'e illl\l COli\\'\ ,. ! 
·•·· l••n•ul inlJI'.~ ..• nd l111 ih'\'lllllillh'~·uh lkty,·- ~ i"J 
'"""'' I 'I' · 2• .olld ,,IJ, ,.,,.,.Ill ~·llt••lh)·I·.\.IIL·ptannl . ( 
·'' ;]·l.JJ Gil~. who"~ .Ht',1-r.,,,)/(c,,,-r .. ,,)Jd/,l...l 

":'/ ' t:un·c as cnll\·ex 111 natur~ I.Ju~ tu its nun·uccuroue 'r~ 
1',.,1 and t' ,.,1 VillllL'> like e!lliii\OI liS ObServed ~arli• r-.; 
•'!:'-' .. 1· and y w_ero: al~u _nhtuiit~ll llnlphieally frnm · ~ 

1 , hgs(2!~~~~~(3)111lhclanlllw 1 •0. , 
- I _In l·rohlach)methnd c 1 :and '': arc all pusitive :as ' .,..:: 

1:\'IUCII~ from 6th and 7th columns nr Tahl~ :! with~ i:l, 
o)>c,. In graphicalmcahod ,·,>•·: with ncg:ni'e -
,. :_ for mo~t nl th..: >) •Ients prulmbly llu~ tu inenia 
ul the .ncxibl.: p;u·ts under ltf el~ctrh: field, a, 
'huwn 111 lllth ;ond lith ,·uiullans nf same Tahl•· ::. 
r: arc. IH>Wc\'L'I', l'•"ili\'L' lor the systems 5·metlll I· 
.1-!t..:plarlul. 4·11L'I,IIhll and 2·11cla1,11Ji at l4 . .\,l oi It 
'""''II as :;.m,·lh)I·J·II\'pl;onul at•J.2~ Gilt. ll111h 
the lliL'Iho•ds in nh"l ca"''· yidd lc 1 +'':I:;, I, ,i~ni· .. 
1)'111~ thus the l"'"lhihl)' ul uct:urrence n[ mure 
thantworda.~;,l111n P'""'"e' in them'·~. . ...... 

_The dipol.: monh.:lll' '' 1 mtd ;, 1---;;r ;til the isum· 
enc aln•hub du,· In th,·ir tlcxihle parts :md 1h,· 
whulc mokculcs 011'1.: ,.,lilll;olcd in terms of dim,·n
''unks' par:tm<·tco' h,, h: mad shope {J of A',,- 111 

nor\'cs hy "''II!! I "I· tl :'i J. The \·ari<l!iuns n[ 1\ 
1 

"r~lt ''':an: all lin,·.u 1101\ in!\ olllllll\1 I h.: s:uno: in tea·: 
l'L'jlb II and 'illjlL'\ fl Oil l'adl fiL"IIIIL'IIt:y of de.· II j,· 
lidd. II \\';"· thcol'lno•·. ol•llinolt Ill plut th,·m ;" 
they ;dllh•.>l coonrid,· I ltc \'alu,•s of u illlll fl 111 

,~ f, ~~]{ .ar•·. lillie_ ~hllel<'lll and L'lllnpaaatively I'" I!~ al 
. ):· .. -·1.·'·' (ollz ( lahk .1). I ha> "''I ul hch;anoua j, 
1 k.;f ~I l'•·rhap' due to s;une diporle mumcnb1" p11s,csscd 

"' the polar molc·,·uks nnda iuv,·,ti~atiun :as ,.,.;. • 
d··nt I rum 1': :md .11, l'la,·cll in 7th ilnd lith .:ll· 
lu111ns of .!:able .l 11: fua """' of tho: jlular nwh.~· 
cnles shnwsf.;ahl''' ill .!·l..l.l Olll ;111u dn·r,·a-.· 
g1 mhJilll)' wnh luW<'I Ia L'ljll<'llde~ except 3·111<'lh) f. 
~- hcptannl. :i-nl,·lhyl·.l·lwplillllll and 2·nct<llllll 
"1"'": :u :'s arc l"~•nd gteater ill •J.:!5 (jlfz ..:lc,·la k 
fa,·kl. I ~~~' l?"Pe ot hehil\ 11111r muy be cxplain~·1 1 un 

l:it' , lh•• hil\1~ ~I the l;1.:t thai \uda akohuls hdta• in&: 
alnu~st hkc0polymer mule.:ulc.,,h:we lunt-: daaii1 ' 

I 
.;, "' < ·ato.ms. ~~~~~ !L'Ihl '" h1 •·ak up· ia't· ;i non·polilr • 

"'h·.:nl .'" orlkt• ~··du.:e. ur. even. climirmti: the. 
,&l•""l'""n under IJj de~tn,· fal'ld. ·r h~ prupnrtillll 
Ill \lll:&llcr lllllk.;ular 'IIL'L'k' havin~ Cllllljlill ;Ui\·.:h· 
,,n.oll 11~11nh.:r_ or. C·.ol<lll" ilnd their t:urn:sponding 
ilh~nrpuon wall lllcrea'c ther.:hy1". The values ul 
1~, '·'"' Ill,· nlhcr lt;llld, arc ahlllhl •·nnslilill c.~hihi· 
ling a ll<'lld to inncasc il little towards low fre· 

I 
qu,·n··~. Th~·y arc lin;lll)' ,· .. mpar,•d with hum! nt11· '. -. 

, llh'llt-,1•1 I.~D 11f -()-II gaoup(Tf~:lll angle f I~.CI.I\· 
10.~· "ill& th,• -('-('- h11n<l axis accnrdilll.: 111 •' ~''f} 
lh~ jlll'ic'll~d L'llnfoiiiii,IIIJIII\ 11f illl lh\' iSIIllll'l~ ;,, (J 
,1-,,·tL'IIL'd 111 Fig: -1. 'I h" <"lllllirna' th:ll I'• aai"'' 

c. 1 due In 1111· 1 u1at1un "' -()II group around ('- ()- ' 
"""" Ill ihL· l""t! "'"'" ··lf•hlll\ \lll<li,·.! "' I;JI'' I 
llh· '11;.!111 dilh:r~..·ru.:~o: j, du~.· ''' dilf,:r'"'IH.''-' in ,l .. ·ril· 
lundLIIIlV' ,,, .1 1"''"111 1•l ,lllll.'llllal ~,.·,uJJi~ur;niu 11 , 
.ol ol,:;.-,,·nl 11 ~<JUCIILI.:' ,, 1 al"' e'lllllilied 11 11111 
,, I~-": I r 1":·

1
: "''lU11111!! IWO relaxation ('1&1· 

,.,_..,., .or,. L'<Jililll~ pr oob.ohk ;" sllll\\11 in thL· l:l\1 
,·oo~omn "' Table .1 I II,· JOllier h•llld 11111111\'lll' 
"I'·''·'· 1.11 :~llllll.tr•r D '"' C-11,. C'-11. c .. ·t> 
;IJld ('--( · hnnd, ""-' aJ,., IU\oh~,.·tl h' ju~lll} lh'-·11 

(r.• L . '-,,...,""{ 
: , "':Y/ 

I 

i 

I 

\ 
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·""·· 

., 

:•.;, 

· .. 

.. _"). 
c..:unlonnau•ms. J nc rc:,lul,llll lJI ,u, llh·,..; ••••llll~ VJ 
vector atluition method yil:l<b 11 ,,,, ... ul I. 7(, D unt1 
I.Oo D fur four methyl ~ub~ti11it~d hcpl<UI<>b ami 
two l><.:lanob rcspectivcl>·· The 1kri1·ed result 
should decrease with ii1crcaw in tlw numl>er of 
C -alorm and 11 ,1., . ., for them should be le" thcil 
tJtal for 1-hcplanol "· llut fur /I'"'" in Fig. -l three 

S / ioumcd arc only c.lisph1yed c.luc to lyprcill pusilions 
7' of -=t:-11, ami - OH groups. This nt<l)' pruhllbl)' 

be the reason of having slighlly hng.cr vnlu.:s of 
11 '"'"from 1-hcptanolus observed emlier 11

. .. 
4 Conclusion '• 

The methmloll'!;Y s\1 fllr adv;mced for th~ dou- k \ 
hie bro;1c.l dispersions of !he p11h1r·nnnpolar liquid ~ : 
mixtures h;1sed on Debye's mndd '..:ems to be -, 1')• 1 

much simpler, simightforw>~rd and signilic;mt om: 
to detect the very existence of r 1 and r l of a polar -:-1 
liquid in a nonpolar solvent. The cmrcls1tioh cud- · • 
fidctils between the desired diclcclli<.: relaxation '>.!: 
parameters involved in the derived cqu.atiun/ of :i· 
Eq. (S) could, however, be estimated to find oG!Vo~;,/ . · 
of errors ~ntcr.:d in lhe_ estinm_ted T 1 and r:. of_a ', 41 
polar llljUtd, becuuse r IS clupPilJ!J In be accura(e • m. 
within ± 10%. The bomcri<?'Oct)'i · illcohols like 
nurmal uliph:llic alcohols arc found In )'idd both 
r 1 and r 2 at all frequencies of the. dcctric field of 
GHz runsc. The corresponding 11 1 and 11: can 
then be cslimated from Eq. ( 15) in terms of b1 
and b:- which nrc, however, itlV•'Ivcd with r 1 

I ·-}J~l~T~ as estinmtec.!, to' nrrivc ill th,·ir prckrrcd 
conformalions us shown in Fig: ·I. 
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Structural and associational aspects of binary and· 
single polar liquids in non polar solvent under high 
frequency electric field 

S K Sit, N Ghosh, U Soho ond 's Achuryy:a 
Department of Physl~:s. Rilisanj Colleae. Raiaanj. Uuar l>in:cirw· 7 .U t J-1. 
We•t Benaal, Indio 

Rtc·t/l•td 17AIIrll/996, IICW/IIfll19 Dtl'tmbtr IIJWi 

A bitnet 1 Tbe atnu:&urol and a~•oclullonuiiL~('ICCI~ of hicmry Vi 1 pul;lr 1111.\lun:, u1 N,N 
dimethyl fo1'11'111mlde (OM F) and dh11Cihyl •ulpho•hle {I».TSUfili.W.1iii \o.~lth a 5in11h: tj'nr ! 1 N. 
N diclhyl ro1'11111mlde tDI!F) lind DMSO In nunpolor sulvems Iii~~~~ '1111h~•l in •~·rm' nl' thm hij!h 
frequency (II/) cond!lctlvlilea. The rela•ollon thiiCA l'x 11ntlllipnl•• n11m~<:ms ,,.~ uf lhll ~uluu .. ,. 
under Olp hert& electric Reid Ill vllriou1 tempcrotun:~ 1111: c:Milllillc•l frumthc IIII:INII'Cllltnlnml 

. hnaaiiiQey plll11 or"' dielectriC con,tDntll Ill dirrercnl Wc:il!hl fm~li\IIIS ur Jmlar ~nluh:~. The 
vorillllon of fjtl. whh mole frllcllona Xtl or DMSO ,in 11MF un!l C1,11t, r.:vcul~ lh~! pruhuhl~! 
aolu&e-aolute molecular uaoclollon Ql'ound Xl • (1.~ 'ur I>MSO. The sulutc·\ulvcnl muknclar 
ouociollon bealna at ond around 50 mole~ DMSO in OMF uml cc.mtinues uptn ICHI uuolc'' 
DMSO. The conc:enuullon and 1empero1ure voriolion5 or Tjl or these prutic: liquid~ nrc in.nc~111ll • 
with lhe lnronnodon or Yo.riDiion .,r ~·of jlr. polar tni~tun:s with .l'l·~ nr llMSO. Thcrlllllll)lllllllil: 
•ncray plll'llmclell n alao ohtolncd Cnl'l~l Byrlna'• rule pmn·" ,.,,unliuu wnh lin: llslimnlcol r, 111 

auppol1 the molecular u~oclotlona. The allaht di~narcemllnl between lhc theun:ticul chpulc 
moment& l'theo'• from the bond onalca 1111d bond moniCnl~ is noticed with thc mca~urcll 11\ in 
ler&nl or 1l0pc1 or CORC:Cnll'llllon Yllr\DiiOR or ltf COnducliYil)' CUf\'C:S Ill llllillllC dilution~ Ullll l's. 

ThJ&IndiCOict lhe lempei'IIIUrt: dependcn<:e of me~omeric nnd intluclivt: IIUlJIJCAI~ Ill tlill'ctCIII 
~ubstituenl aroups or the molc~:ules. 

Keywords 1 Dipole moment, rclox:uion time. a~soci:uion~l ~'pcc:l• 

PACS N111. 3J.70.Dk, 33.J~.Kr 

The dielectric relaxation mechanism of a polar· nonpolt1r li,tuid mixture unuc.:r the 
microwave ele<:tric field is of special interest {1,21 for its inherent ahility w predict the 

associational aspects of polur solutes In nonpolar solvents. An investigation was. however, 
made on ternary solution of binory polar liquids in which both or even unc ur them arc 

· protic .l2,3}to study ·Various types of weak molecular associations ny polar liquids in 

(I"'J 191)7 I i\ cs 

\; .... • 

·' 
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nunpular solv!=nts. We are, therefore, tempted further tu cunsidcr murc mi~turclot uf hinury 
protic polar liquids like N,N dimethyl formumide <l?MF) anu uimcthyl sulphm.idc \DM80) 
together wilh a single protic polar liquid like N,N dicthyl funnamidc llJEF) und DMSO in 
C6H6 and CCI4 (4-6] respectively. OMSO, OMF und DUF un: very interes.in" lit.juids fur 
their wide application in medicine and industry. They ~ahm m:lus huildiniJ hlu\:ks uf pruh:ins 
and enzymes. The concentration variation of the mc~asured reul e;1,, e~ nr f:, uml 

imaginary t:;j4 , eu or£~ parts of hfcomplex dielectric constants£;;,, eij \lr e;, ufjk,j ur k 
polar solute_s in nonpolar solvents arc used to detect the weuk molcculur inleructiuns ;m1un¥ 
the molecules (7) at a single or different tcmperalures under ne~arly 3 em wavelena:1h 

electric field, The ljt of jk poilU' mixtures as well as rJ's or r4's of j or k pular sululcs in u 
nonpolar solvent were estimated from: •. 

II I , K .. 4 ::: K ... + --K ... , 
IJ . _,J• (IJf jl U• 

(I) 

where K;;. = :fi £~. and Kij4 = :ii £u4 arc the imuainury u~d real par\11 of cumplcx lif 
conductivity ~~ (8). The other terms carry usual sisnineance as presented elsewhere 121. 
The ri4's arc estimated 'from the slopes of the lineur variations of Ku, ~against K:;, uf 
eq. (I). The linearity of cq. ( l) ls tested by the ·;orrelation coeflicicnts and \he cmns 
involved in the measurement of f's.arc within S%. ~,·s arc then ploucd with different 

. mole f~ctions x4's. of DMSO at various cxperi.mental temperatures as shown in Fi~ure I. 

0 

.5 .. 
::a. 
'Q g 
~ 

s.o 

0.2~ 0.~0 

:x:_ molt fraction or kUI solutt 

·· t'laurc 1, Vuri111ion uf ljA 11nd IliA or 
DMP-DMSO mhllur~: in C6 H6 UjlllinKI 
mole frKilon z11 .or DMSO wilh IJ 111111 t11 111111 
J.lj 1111d J.lt of DMF 1111d DMSO rc5pc:"ivcly 
111 different tcmpc:1111Un:l : (0) 111 l!\°C, 
(C) 11130°C,IA) 111 3!1°C 11nll!e) 111 40"C . 

• 

The fonnation of dimer is responsible for the grudual rise of r,, fmm r; uf DMr ut .\'4 • 0 tu 

x, = O.S and then Its rapid Jail to r4 due to rupture of dimcrisutiun and self Ulisuciuliun 14). 
The cslimaled fS ar~ s\ighlly larger lhan lhose of Qopulukrishnu'li mclhud l9\. But fKI'rum 
conductivity measurement are much more reliable Ill> they pruvidc mic_ruscupic rcl~xution 
times llO}. 

• 

... 



Srrucrural and associarional aspecrs of bi11C1ry fl(' 

The energy parameters due to dielectric relaxation prucess were then uhtitinc~l iQ 
terms of measured r from the rate process equation or cyrin~; i!l e~/11 II : 

A ... _ e.lF,IRT 
•s - T ' 

or 
I tJH T 

ln(r5T) = InA + RT, 

\..·here A'= Ae-.lS,t R. 

E4. (2) is. a straight line of ln(r,,n against+ as seen in Figure 2 huving intcrccpls and 

slopes to yield Jhe entropy or activation tJS,, enthalpy of uclivatiun il/11 and frel.l energy 

uf activation tlf', due 1o dielectric relaxation. The values orr(= ~z r ) l'or :111 the liquids 
' IJ 

-zo·u5 

.... 
~ 
c ... 

• 

• 

Flaure l. Variation or In Vsn oaoin~l ~ of binary aull sin~:lc puhlr Mlhllc• in nunpular ~ulvclll. 
1-DMF +0 molc:'A> DMSO In C6116 (()), 11-l>MF +17 lnuk'A· llfi.!SIIIn t' 1111, lhl. Ill l>t.tll 
+50 mole:% DMSO in C6H6 (D), IV-I>MI' .. r.o IIIIIIC'~~ llMSll ill c,,llh lei, V-OMI' 
+ 80 mole% DMSO in C6H6 (A), VI-I>MI' .. llMI n1ulc'A· ll,..ISll 111 <"11 11h lXI. Vll-l>M 

. SO in C6116• IX);-VIII'-DMSO In CCio~ (Cl). 

except DMSO in CCI4 are greater than O.SS, i.IS obtained from the slope or I he linear rclatiun 

of ln(t,n With ln/1 indicating them US solid phuse'rtlliltlli'S in solvent cnvirllniiiCIII. /1 is the 
< 
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~:ocflicient of viscosity of solvent. tl/i~ due to viscous llow of the ~olvent i~ ohtainctl frum 
slope of In( r,n against~ and known g. Again, jjlf 1, un: g~catcr thun d// 1 for ;Ill thl! 

rni:r.tures e:r.cept 0. 50 and 60 mole% DMSO in DMF untl ChH~. Thl! tli rr~.:rl.:nl.'e in jj// I und 

t.H, is tlue to the involvement of various types of homlint:s whid1 arc cithn l'unla:u ur 

broken to some extent, depending on the temperature und ~:oncentratiun of th~.: sy)ten1. Thc 

neg;llive values of t.S.r's for all the systems except 0 unu 60 molc';f· DMSO in OMF und 

C0H0 indicate the existence of coopcnuivc orientation oJ' thu muh:~:ulcs urisin~ out oJ' sllfiC 

forces to yield more ordered states while the revers~: is true for positivc dS 1's. Althuu~h. 

t:.F f's in all cases are almost constant at all tcmperutur~:s, they increase with x1 ul' DMSO 

from x1 = 0.0 t9 Xt .. O.S and then decrease gradually t\1 x1 :: I .0 signifying thl! maximum 

dimerisation of DMF-DMSO mixture uround x1 • U.S. Th~.: formation of 1limcr caus~.:s 

larger molecular size and hence, the energy neelll!d I'm mt~ltiun in the rcl;~:r.ati\lll pmccss is 

higher. 

' 

The hf conductivity K,i, as u function of weight fraction IV,1 i~ gi vcn hy 

I 

K w ( I ")i iit = 4 rr E;it + e;it · 

Since E
1

1 
»e~~. eq. (I) can be written as 

IJ IJo 

I 
K K --K~ 

;1t = -iit + wr i' ii1 • 

(3) 

(4) 

Here, {Js arc the slopes of K;jt- Wit• KiJ- w1 of K;4 - \Y4 curves respc..:livcly. whidt ur~: 

linear with almost identical intercepli probably due to same pulurity nr the mulc~uh:ll 121. 
The real pan of /if conductivity, K~4 is again related 1u \Vi1 ofjk pular sulutc uis~ulvcd in u 
nonpolar solvent (i) at temperature T"K ( 12] us 

I _ 1-lJ•NPiilFiil ( W
2

T1t ) 
K;., - 3M kT I ~ 2 WI'' ~ jl + w f)l . 

(5) 

Differentiating eq. (5) with respect 10 w1• and comparing the result at wl,--'* 0 w~:q. (4), 

one obtains the following relatiou · 

[ 
21M .• kr ]''

1 

IJ jt = NP
1
(e

1

1 
+ '2)2 ·-& ((l) 

to. estimate JJ;t• JJ, or IJt of the respective S(Jlutes. vis u dimensionless parumetcr in terms of 

estimated r,4, Ti or r4 given by : 



Strucwral and associotimwl Cl.\'f'C't'f.\' '!{ /linlll'l' I'll' 

• 
The other tenns in eq. (6) carry usual signilicunce 121. All lh~ }I\ ar~ lh~n pln\1~1.1 Ul!ainsl 

different x1's of DMSO at each temperature us shown in Figur~ l. It !oohuws the l!rmluul rise 

of Jlit in the range 0 < x1 ~ 0.5. It then decreases slowly in order tu exhibit thl.! convex 1wturc 

of each curve with an abnomtally low value or JliA uruund .t1 = ll.h. This ~uri of hchaviuur~ 

of Jlil- x1 curves (Figure 1) is explained hy the fuel that dillll·r~ an: lwing ·fmml.!ll 1'1i1111 

,\"1 ~ 0 to Xt = 0.6 causing increase of Jl. The rupture nf diml.!risalinn i.t'. self n~snda111111 

occurs in higher concentrations in the range 0.6 S x1 < 1.0 to yiehl lower vulucs of Jl's. Uut 
around x1 • 0.6, all J1;1's are minimum indicating the Jlnssihh: uccurrcncc ol' Juuhlc 

relaxation phe,tomena in such mixtures to be studied Iuter ol\, J.l,t to~clhcr with J.IJ und Jl& fur 
each mixture of a fixed concentration arc shown graphically unly tu uhscrv~ their 

temperature dependence like J.ljt = a + bt + ct2 with cucfficicnls a. /J and c· us sccn·in 

Figure 3. The variation is concave with maximum depression at 17 mule"..+• DMSO In l>Mfl 

mixture. The depreuion gradually decreases upto x1 • 0.6 uf PMSO In DMF und C1,1i0 

probably due to solute·s9lute molecular association In the runge 0 < .\', < 0.6. The muximum 

0 

.5 

~. 

"'* oi.IU,•IO.U•I0"11 + ~.7ol4'11a 
P~o•4.1U•U••Io" 1 1 +1•10• 4,1 

ollj•:I.IIO\•Uhld' 11•1•1d'll 

• ' ow' • o'llo
1
owso • 

Flaurc J, Vorlollun of IJj,IJJt and Jlt ur 
bin11ry ond 5inalc p\11111' aolulca In nnnrnlw 
aolvcnl whh lllmpcrDlun: 1 In •c. 
1-DMF +0 molcllo DMSO in C&Ufl I 'f), 
li-DMF + 17 mol~~ UMSO In C11111, li\1, 
111-UMP + ~0 11111111._, I>MSO In C11H11 11'11, 
IV-l>MF + 60 mul111.1> OMSO In C61111 tel, 
V-DMF + 80 mull:._, DMSO in Ct.lt6 l'f 1. 
VI-DMF + 100 1110lll._, DMSO in C11116 
(VI. VII-DMSO in C61f6• (XI. VIIJ-I}MSO 
in CCI,.t•>· 

dimerisation is however, inferred from low JJ's becnuse uf the larger muleculur si:tcs us 
confinned by high values of -r,T/'fJ'f (beina proportional to volume or the rotating unit) 
for 60 mole% OMSO in DMF and C6H6• As tcmpernturc increases the dipole-dipole 
interaction is weakened and the .absoQ>tion of hf electric energy increases resulting in 
the rupture of dimer to yield high J.l's for smaller molecular species (10). The sli~ht 

convex nature of .curves for 0 mole% DMSO in DMF and C6H6 and DMSO in C6H6, 

along with almost straig~t line variation of 100 mole% DMSO in DMF and C6H11 and 
DMSO in CCI" (Figure 3) is probably due to solute-solvent molecular interaction or either 

DMF with C6H6 or DMSO with C6H6. and CCI4 respectively us illustrated iri Figure 4. 
The associations of ·OMF, DEF and DMSO in C6H 6 cun uris~: due tu interactions of 
fractional positive charges. of N and S atoms of the molecules with the tr delocalised 
ele<:tron cloud or C6H6 ring as seen in Figure 4(1), (iii) and (iia) r~:spectivFiy. At;ain, one 
of C-CI dipoles of CC4, owing to more -ve chlll'ge'on Cl atom, interacts with the fractional 

• 

• 

,. 
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+vr. charge of S-atom of DMSO (Figure 4 (iib)}. The J,J 1 t~~~:tt = 4.55 D uf DMSO i)t h11W~!'t'~!l', 

~;omputed from avaihible bond moments of 2.350 D und 1.55 D for S ..- ('II, nml 
0 ~ S respectively, assuming the molecule to he plunur one. The .nujnr cuntrihutiun)t 111 

JJ1"n<u for DMF and DEF are due to 0.64 D and 0.7K D for N ..- CH~ and N ..,_ CJII\ !\inc~.: 
the mher common. bond momenlS in them arc the sume wilh vulues (If tU D. 0.45 D und 
·:\.10 D l:or 'c b H. c b Nand c ~ 0 reSpl:C\ivcly. ri~UI'C 4 (iv) h\IWC't'Cr, shnw)t "~wmin 
angle ~ (= 106°) between monomeric p's of DMr und DMSO 111 have J.l 111~., = 4.77 0 nl' 

dimcr below x4 = 0.6. 

'"' 

~~ v 
• 

t'lgurc 4. Confonmllional Mructurl!~ alon~: wilh ~ului~·M•h\:111 ;u11l "'hii~·Mlllll~ illl~m~ti&n of 
molecules. (i) -DMF in C6fl6, (iia) -DMSO in Ct,lltt.liihl .. I)J\iSO in l'l'l~ liiil .. J)~I' in Cftll11• 
(iv) -DMSO-DMF dime{. . 

The slight deviations of the p's from the p 11111.,'s n~:cur pruh;~hly due tu the presence uf 

inductive and mesomeric moments of such molecules. This is .also ohs..:rvcll cis..: when: ll:l}. 

The corrected p's obtained from the reduced bond moments of the !>uhstitucnt gmups hy 

factors J.lcaiJ.lmeo establish the.above facts at different tcmpcruturc~. 11111. Thus tht: dich:ctrh: 

rehualion parameters from hjconductivily mcusun:mcnts urr~·r a usdul hmllll urriv..: lit the 

structural and association a! aspects of the nonsphcric.:al pular.liquius. 

c. 
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